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Dane 
Sentenced 
To Death 
For Killing 
Nigerian 
Wife, 
Daughter

Deputy 
Governor of 
Rivers State, 
Mrs Ipalibo 
Harry-Banigo 
welcoming Vice 
President Yemi 
Osinbajo during 
his visit to the 
state’s APC 
delegates in 
Port Harcourt on 
Thursday.
PHOTO: NAN

Our nation is beleaguered by several issues 
bordering on insecurity amid growing tension 
across the country relating to ethnicity laced 
with religious colouration. There have been 
several upheavals in the nation which were 

clearly sparked by the unnecessary disposition of religious 
and ethnic bigots.

It quickly comes to mind what the Maitatsine riots of the 
80s stood for as we recall history. The proponent of that sect 
that caused rumble in parts of the North then, so believed 
in his doctrines that his adherents took their time to slay 
and kill anyone who would not accommodate their position. 
In the course of that misadventure, the leader, Mohammed 
Marwa and his followers were eventually crushed after a few 
years of holding several parts of Northern Nigeria to ransom. 

They believed so much in their doctrines that any slightest 
opposition attracted a death knell. However, that sect was 
terminated by the determined and fiery exploit of the security 
agencies at the time.

Originally Marwa was believed to be from northern 
Cameroon. After his education, he moved to Kano, Nigeria 
in about 1945, where he became known for his controversial 
preaching exploring the Qur’an. He was so eccentric that he 
spoke against the use of radios, watches, bicycles, cars and 
the possession of more money than necessary. That was the 
world view of one whose thought and position was sacrosanct.

To curb his excesses, history recorded that the British 
colonial authorities sent him into exile, but he returned to 
Kano shortly after independence. 
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TODAY’S 
WEATHER 
FORECAST

On This Day 
In History, 
MAY 21
1927
First nonstop solo 
transatlantic flight made 
by Charles Lindbergh
American aviator Charles 
Lindbergh completed the 
first nonstop solo flight 
across the Atlantic Ocean 
on this day in 1927, 
traveling from New York 
to Paris in the monoplane 
Spirit of Saint Louis in 
about 33.5 hours..

1856
During the small civil 
war known as Bleeding 
Kansas—a dispute over 
control of the new U.S. 
territory of Kansas under 
the doctrine of popular 
sovereignty—the town 
of Lawrence was sacked 
by a pro-slavery mob 
intent on destroying the 
“hotbed of abolitionism.”

1542
Spanish explorer and 
conquistador Hernando 
de Soto, the first 
European to discover the 
Mississippi River, died 
and was buried in the 
river in Louisiana.

            

                                      LOW  HIGH       

ABUJA  23°C 30 °C  
LAGOS  23 °C 30 °C 
P/H   25 °C 31 °C 
MINNA  23 °C 31 °C 
DAMATURU 26 °C        41 °C 

PHOTO 
OF THE 

DAY

“Head of Agribusiness, 
International Institute 

of Tropical Agriculture 
(IITA), Dr Debo (9th R); 
Instructor, STIHL, Miss 
Ewokolo Achiri (2nd L),  

and other participants, 
during a capacity 

training for farmers, 
organized by STIHL in 

collaboration with C. 
WOERMANN Nigeria 
and IITA in Ibadan on 

Wednesday. 
Photo: NAN



‘How To Get Away With Murder,’ Star  Viola Davis Has 
Weighed In On Hollywood’s Slow Race Progress

Competing With Hollywood Will Only Stress You - Niyi Akinmolayan

The Emmy-award winning actress recently 
shared her opinion at the Cannes Film 
Festival for a Women In Motion conversation.

According to Davis, the number one film 
industry still struggles with representation 
as there are still limited dark-skinned Blacks 
in lead roles.

While sharing her experience, the actress 
revealed that a director once called her by 
his maid’s name.

“I had a director who did that to me. He 
said, ‘Louise!’ I knew him for 10 years and 
he called me Louise and I find out that it’s 
because his maid’s name is Louise,” Davis 
said. “I was maybe around 30 at the time, 
so it was a while ago. But what you have 
to realize is that those micro-aggressions 
happen all the time.”

Davis also stressed how since leaving 
Shonda Rhimes’ ‘How To Get Away With 

Murder’, more opportunities had not come 
up for Black women led television shows.

“I know that when I left ‘How to Get 
Away With Murder’ that I don’t see a lot of 
dark skin women in lead roles on TV and not 
even in streaming services.

“And that ties into ideology and ethos 
and mentality, and that’s speaking in the 
abstract. Why aren’t you hiring a dark skin 
woman when she walks in the room and you 
say she blows you away? Create space and 
storytelling for her so when she thrives she’s 
not thriving despite of her circumstance but 
thriving because of her circumstance,” Davis 
told Variety.

Davis insists that Hollywood is yet to 
reconcile Black with spiritual awakening or 
sexuality which explains why she may never 
get certain roles despite how many awards 
she wins.

‘Chief Daddy’ Director, Niyi Akinmolayan 
is sharing his two cents on Nollywood 
filmmakers attempting to rival Hollywood 
films.

The filmmaker took to Twitter on 
Thursday, with a thread on the finance gap 

A British chef broke a Guinness World 
Record by cooking up a vegetarian Scotch 
egg that weighed in at 18.3 pounds.

Chef Leigh Evans teamed up with egg 
company Clarence Court to create the 
pea, mint and cheddar Scotch egg recipe 
that broke the Guinness World Record for 
largest vegetarian Scotch egg.

The resulting dish, which was made 
using an ostrich egg, weighed in at 18.3 

pounds.
“This was a first for me, having not 

created anything so large in my cooking 
career! I always enjoy a challenge, and this 
was one that I really did enjoy doing. I am 
delighted to have broken a Guinness World 
Record title and have had enormous fun 
creating this much-loved picnic staple 
but glad I got lots of practice in before the 
judging,” Evans told Wiltshire Live.

A man went to check on what he thought was a 
pensioner with a walking stick who could be unwell 
– only to find out it was a trampoline.

Damien Webster came out of his house in the 
morning and thought he saw another man leaning 
on a wall.

He didn’t think anything of it – but when he 
came out again later to his road in Sunderland, 
the ‘man’ was still there.

Royal Army worker Damien shouted over, then 
went over to check he was okay.

Then he realised that he had been concerned for 
a pile of metal and netting.

To be fair, we can see where the mix-up came 
from.

Damien said: ‘I came out the house at 5am to 
check if the car was frozen and I saw this bloke 

leaning on a wall with a walking stick.
‘I thought he must be out of breath.
‘I just came out the door now at 6:40am and 

he’s still there.
‘I shouted “mate you alright?” then got no reply 

so I walked down the road to check on him.
‘And it’s a smashed trampoline net hanging over 

the wall.’
Damien posted the photo on Facebook after 

he made the blunder last Thursday and has since 
received over 10,000 comments and 26,000 
shares.

Many said they could understand why he 
thought the trampoline was in fact a human being.

One man quipped: ‘I’m sure he’ll bounce back.’
This is not the only instance of a trampoline 

being found in an unexpected place.
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between the industries and the pressure 
from streaming services to want to rival 
films with bigger budgets.

“Your film will never look like a 
Hollywood film with that your Nollywood 
budget. Stop struggling n pressuring crew 
till they break. It has nothing to do with 
u or ur good intentions. All this “we can 
compete with Hollywood” will only stress 
u. Do the best u can with what you have,” 
Akinmolayan wrote.

“A Hollywood studio can reshoot half of 
the movie just because someone doesn’t like 
something. They can tweak till it’s perfect. 
My dear…it’s called Money. You are not 
doing bad. You just don’t have money to 
make your film perfect.”

Meanwhile, the filmmaker’s Anthill 
Studio’s co-produced epic film ‘King of 
Thieves’ continues to break records. Already 
in its sixth week, the film recently hit N265 
million in box office.



FROM RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

Labour Party 
governorship candidate 
in the Osun State, Hon. 
Yusuff Lasun yesterday 
raised the alarm that his 
life was in danger.

Lasun raised the 
alarm at his campaign 
office in Osogbo while 
answering questions 
from newsmen at a press 
conference.

The former deputy 
speaker of the House 
of Representatives said 
his campaign team and 
office had been under 
several attacks in few 
days, adding that the 
latest was the attack 
on his campaign office 
on Thursday evening 
by some political 
hoodlums.

According to him, he 
has received intelligence 
that some political 
opponents are after his 
life, as  he has received 
threats.

He thereby called on 
the security agencies 
to be on red alert as 
politicians seem to 
be deploying thugs 
to attack political 
opponents like him. 

He added that he 
has reported the latest 
attack on his office to 
the police and is waiting 
for their report.

Osun Guber: 
Lasun Cries 
Out, Says 
His Life In 
Danger As 
Unknown 
Men Attack 
Campaign 
Office

Nigeria Needs 
Leader With 
A Touch Of 
Madness, Says 
Obasanjo

BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

Nigerians have been 
asked by the leaders of 
the southern and middle 
belt blocks to reject the 
Northern presidential 
candidates from political 
parties, and vote for those 
from the southern region, 
ahead of the 2023 general 
elections.

A southern candidate’s 
emergence should be in 
the interest of justice, 
equity, fairness, and 
political inclusiveness, the 
Southern and Middle Belt 
Leaders’ Forum, SMBLF, 
said after a meeting in 
Abuja yesterday.

The groups made 
the call in a statement 
signed by Edwin Clark, 
Afenifere’s Ayo Adebanjo, 
Middle Belt’s Pogu 
Bitrus, George Obiozr’s 
Ohanaeze Ndigbo, and 
PANDEF’s Emmanuel 
Essien.

The leaders argued that 
any attempt by political 
parties to field a northern 
candidate to succeed 
President Muhammadu 
Buhari next year could 
obstruct national unity.

They warned that 
reported permutations 
by the main political 
parties to foist Northern 
Presidential Candidates 
on the nation would be 
a grave misadventure, 
with grim consequences 
on national concord and 
harmony.

“Arising therefrom, the 
Forum firmly reiterates 
its stance on the Principle 

of Zoning and Power 
Rotation between the 
North and the South, as 
the basis on which the 
Nigerian Federation has, 
since Independence, been 
premised.

“States, unequivocally, 
that the zoning 
and rotation of the 
Presidency of Nigeria are 
fundamental to the future 
existence of the country.

“ A c c o r d i n g l y , 
condemns, in strongest 
terms, obvious schemes 
by the two main political 
parties, the PDP and APC, 
ahead of their presidential 
primaries, to jettison the 
time-honoured principle 
of rotation, which has 
traditionally served as the 
glue holding the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria 
together.

“Warns that the 
reported permutations 
by the main political 
parties to foist Northern 
presidential candidates 
on the nation would be 
a grave misadventure, 
with grim consequences 
on national concord and 
harmony.

“Therefore, calls on all 
delegates of all political 
parties, and true lovers 
of democracy, as a sacred 
obligation, to reject 
Presidential aspirants, 
or candidates, from the 
North, and only vote for 
those from the South in 
the party primaries.

“Calls on all politicians 
and professionals from 
the South not to accept, 

on any account, the 
position of Vice President, 
as that would amount to 
a shameful committal 
of present and future 
generations of Southern 
Nigeria to senseless 
political vassalage.

“Further insists that, 
in observance of the 
principles of justice, 
equity, fairness and 
political inclusiveness, 
the South, and 
particularly, the South 
East Zone, being the third 
leg on which Nigeria’s 
political trajectory had 
revolved, should produce 
the next President of 
the country in 2023. 
Insists that this would 
bring the Igbo quest for 
full reintegration and 
reconciliation, since the 
end of the Civil War in 
1970, to full realisation,” 
they noted.

SMBLF commended 
a number of northern 
governors who have 
demonstrated great 
patriotism by their public 
support for the rotation 
of the presidency to the 
South.

“To name a few, Malam 
Nasir El-Rufai of Kaduna 
State, Aminu Bello 
Masari of Katsina State, 
Babagana Umara Zulum 
of Borno State, and 
Abdullahi Umar Ganduje, 
OFR of Kano State, while 
equally urging other 
well-meaning northern 
leaders, who believe in 
the oneness of Nigeria, 
to support this cause, 

because therein lies the 
unity and progress of 
Nigeria,” it urged.

On the worsening 
state of insecurity and 
rampaging violence across 
the country, the Forum 
warned that Nigeria is 
plummeting into a state 
of total disorder and 
lawlessness.

“Sadly, the Federal 
Government and its 
security agencies are not 
doing enough to arrest 
the situation,” it said.

The Forum condemned, 
in unmistakable terms, 
the killing of Miss 
Deborah Samuel Yakubu, 
a student of the College 
of Education, Sokoto, by 
her Muslim schoolmates 
and the wild spread of 
violence that engulfed the 
state, following the arrest 
of two of her killers.

It also condemned 
the spree of killings and 
wanton destruction of 
properties and businesses 
owned by Southerners, 
particularly the 
occurrence, a few days, at 
Dei-Dei Market in Abuja.

It decried the unbaiting 
killings and destruction 
of livelihoods in the 
Middle Belt region, 
especially in Southern 
Kaduna, Southern Borno, 
Southern Gombe, Benue, 
Taraba, etc, and the 
inaction of the federal 
government to live up 
to its Constitutional 
responsibility of 
safeguarding the lives and 
properties of its citizens.

Presidency: PANDEF, Afenifere, M/
Belt, Ohanaeze Insist On South-East
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Oyetola

National Chairman APC, Senator Abdullahi Adamu, second right, listening to an explanation from the Minister of Inter- 
Governmental Affairs, Senator Gorege Akume, left, when the minister paid him a visit at the party headquarters in Abuja 
yesterday. PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT

Former President Olusegun 
Obasanjo yesterday said he 
had no apology for being 
for exhibiting some spark of 
madness mixed with passion 
about Nigeria.

Obasanjo, who made the 
assertion while addressing 
presidential aspirant under 
the Peoples Democratic Party, 
PDP, Muhammed Hayatu-
Deen, who was at the former 
leader’s Presidential Library 
home in Abeokuta, Ogun 
State, as part of his country-
wide consultation, said 
“passion means madness; 
that you are mad about 
Nigeria. I am and I have no 
apology for that because I 
have no other country I can 
call my own.

“I have no other country 
I can go to and say that ‘yes, 
I have come to live here.’ 
Passion means being mad 
about Nigeria; having a touch 
of madness.”

The former president listed 
four factors responsible for 
the deficiency in the socio-
economic and political 
development of the country, 
which are lack of passion, 
vision, innovation and 
knowledge.

On the nation’s security 
challenges, Obasanjo 
maintained that Nigeria 
could overcome its numerous 
challenges with the right 
leader who would be willing 
to make tough decisions.

He called on all Nigerians 
to be ready to make sacrifices 
to put the country back on 
the right path.

“It is an agonising situation 
for you, obviously, and also 
for me. I want to emphasise 
the point that the Nigerian 
situation, as bad as it is, 
will only be put right by 
Nigerians at the forefront of 
our situation. So, Nigerians 
have to brace themselves up 
to do what needs to be done 
to put Nigeria back on the 
right path.

“And you are right in 
saying that, wherever you go 
now, one of the things you 
hear is that Nigeria is not on 
the table, but why shouldn’t 
Nigeria be on the table? What 
does it cost Nigeria to be on 
the table?

“I will say four things, of 
which I was reminded this 
morning. One is knowledge. 
If Nigeria is not at the table, 
maybe the knowledge that 
we should have of ourselves, 
of our situation, of our 
continent, and indeed of the 
world is not that adequate, if 
that knowledge is adequate, 
we will do what is right, when 
it is right and how it is right.
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positive journalistic ethics and 
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“The current hyper-
inflation has made the 
meagre income of many 
Nigerians insignificant.  For 
a government committed to 
lifting 100 million Nigerians 
out of poverty, there is a need 
for reflection and immediate 
action. Very soon, Nigerians 
will not be able to afford a loaf 
of bread, fertilizer and other 
essentials for their wellbeing 
due to unabated soaring prices 
of these commodities across 
the country.”

– The Country Director, 
ActionAid Nigeria, Ene Obi.

By 1972, he had a notable and increasingly 
militant following known as Yan Tatsine.

In 1975, he was again arrested by the 
Nigerian police for slander and public 
abuse of political authorities. But in that 
period he began to receive acceptance 
from religious authorities, especially 
after making hajj, the Muslim pilgrimage 
to Mecca. As his following increased 
in the 1970s, so did the number of 
confrontations between his adherents 
and the police. His preaching attracted 
largely a following of youths, unemployed 
migrants, and those who felt that 
mainstream Muslim teachers were not 
doing enough for their communities. By 
December 1980, continuous Yan Tatsine 
attacks on other religious figures and 
the Police compelled the Nigerian Army 
to take over the struggle of keeping him 
under control. Subsequent armed clashes 
with his sect led to the deaths of around 
5,000 people, including Maitatsine 
himself.  

Disturbingly, there have been pockets 
of similar over-zealous and extremist 
sects with tendentious motives, aimed 
at causing national disharmony but none 

Need To Curb Ethno-Religious Intolerance
has been as determined and audacious 
as the relatively recent Boko Haram 
and other splinter groups of bandits 
identified under different banners now.

The Boko Haram sect and their associates 
believe they are fighting a jihadist agenda 
where their doctrines are infallible 
and inviolable against the standard 
norm where the nation’s constitution 
overrides any parochial and sinister 
interests. It is even inalienable for 
any group or individuals for that 
matter to challenge the sovereignty 
of the country at the expense of the 
whimsical intent of their leaders.

It is unwarranted that more 
Nigerians are wary of the dangers 
of being labelled by their ethnic 
background to be denied certain 
favours or to indeed risk being killed 
on account of their origin. Such 
anxiety is sweeping across the length 
and breadth of the nation and it is 
a situation that does not mean well 
for a nation seeking to put behind 
primordial sentiments.

We are averse to the recent divisive 
tendencies that have prevailed following 
the killing of Deborah Samuel, 200-level 

student at Shehu Shagari College of 
Education in Sokoto. The nation has not 
been so polarised in recent time on any 
issue like it. 

While we do not delve into the legal 
nuances involved, we quickly urge that 
both the killers and their victims did 
not explore the essence of tolerance 
which should be an attribute so lacking 
in our polity today.

AljazirahNigeria counsels that in 
the spirit of give and take, all parties 
to any issue must exercise extreme 
restraint in offending one another’s 
religious sensibility just as it is utmost 
necessity to uphold the ‘sanctity’ of 
life.

Our traditional rulers, religious icons 
and custodians of our revered cultures 
must be steadfast in preaching 
the gospel of harmonious living 
irrespective of creed, tribe or religion. 
We were first human, before taking on 
any form of doctrinal persuasion.

We call for a common front in dealing 
with the various yet to be surmounted 
security and economic challenges instead 
of adding another flank to our numerous 
pains as a nation.

FROM COVER PAGE



Djibouti Ambassador Dya-Eddine Said Bamakhrama signs the Digital Cooperation Organization’s founding charter in a ceremony organized in Riyadh. (Supplied)
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Djibouti has officially joined the 
membership of the Digital Cooperation 
Organisation, a Saudi initiative that 
brings together nations, businesses, civil 
society groups, academics, and R & D 
institutions to promote social prosperity 
through more inclusive participation 
and growth across the digital economy.

Djibouti Ambassador to Saudi 
Arabia Dya-Eddine Said Bamakhrama 
signed the DCO’s founding charter in 
a ceremony organized at the embassy 
in Riyadh, and in the presence of the 
DCO’s secretary-general, Deemah Al-
Yahya, and Omar Al-Nimr, director 
of governmental and international 
relations in the organisation.

“I signed the foundation charter of 
the DCO for Djibouti to be a member 
of this new organisation focusing on 
digital prosperity for all. Deemah Al 
Yahya, secretary-general of the DCO, 
was present during the signing at the 
Djibouti Embassy,” the ambassador 

Saudi Arabia participated in 
celebrating the International 
Day for Women in Maritime, 
which falls on May 18 and was 
approved by the International 
Maritime Organisation in 
2021 as an annual occasion.

The day highlights women’s 
achievements in the maritime 
sector, the importance of their 
participation in the national 
economy and social and 
economic development, and 
their main contributions to 
the Kingdom’s Vision 2030. 
It also aims to strengthen 
their role in the maritime 
sector.

On this day, the Transport 
General Authority, based 
on its legislative role in the 
maritime sector, conducted 
a number of activities and 
events focusing on the 
importance of women’s role 
in the field.

The Transport General 
Authority recently 
implemented a social 
initiative for primary school 
girls with the aim of raising 
awareness about the sector. 
The initiative comes as an 
extension of the objective 
to highlight the vital role 
of women in all fields, 
particularly in transport 
and logistics, and the 
authority’s efforts to provide 
opportunities for women in 
these fields.

Djibouti Becomes 10th Member Of Digital Cooperation Organisation

... KSA Celebrates 
Women’s Day In 
Maritime Sector

Saudi Arabia hosted a two-day 
session of virtual dialogue this 
week, aimed at “stimulating 
creativity and innovation in the 
field of Hajj and Umrah.”

The discussions addressed the 
challenges faced by the Hajj and 
Umrah sector, pioneering ideas in 
this field, and ways of promoting 
innovation within the sector.

Hisham Saeed, spokesman and 
undersecretary for Hajj and Umrah 
services at the Ministry of Hajj and 

Umrah, stressed that creativity and 
innovation are key pillars of Saudi 
Vision 2030.

“We aspire to impress the pilgrim 
throughout his journey, thanks to 
a creative and innovative work 
system in the field of Hajj and 
Umrah,” he said.

“If we want to innovate, we must 
have an ambitious vision founded 
on excellence and quality,” said 
Mohammed Saati, spokesman for 
the Hajj Smart Card Project. “The 

Ministry of Hajj and Umrah hopes 
to make the Hajj smart card a key 
tool in all pilgrims’ journeys in the 
Kingdom.”

Dr. Naeem Al-Bihani, associate 
professor of entrepreneurship and 
head of business administration 
at Umm Al-Qura University, 
said the best ideas are generated 
in a stimulating culture and 
environment. “Innovation is not 
just about techniques and systems, 
it’s a way of life for individuals and 

institutions in all disciplines,” he 
noted.

Sami Sarhan, head of industrial 
partnerships at the King Abdullah 
University of Science and 
Technology, said it is vital to develop 
services provided to pilgrims from 
their arrival in the Kingdom until 
their safe return home.

Dr. Ammar Attar, CEO of Manaafi 
Consulting, stressed that a culture 
of innovation is essential for the 
Hajj and Umrah system.

Dialogue Sessions To Stimulate 
Creativity, Innovation In Hajj, Umrah

tweeted.
With the signing of the charter, 

Djibouti becomes the 10th member 
country and the fourth in Africa to join 
the membership of the organisation, 
which includes Saudi Arabia, the 

headquarters country, Jordan, Bahrain, 
Pakistan, Rwanda, Oman, Kuwait, 
Morocco and Nigeria.

Morocco joined as the ninth member 
state of the DCO last month. The DCO 
was launched after Saudi Arabia’s 

G20 presidency at the G20 Summit in 
November 2020, where there was great 
focus on the digital economy, especially 
in education and health in response 
to the challenges of the COVID-19 
pandemic.

For Europe Month 2022, Belgian 
Ambassador to Saudi Arabia Dominique 
Mineur invited visitors to an art 
exhibition titled “Belgian and Saudi 
Face to Face” at Lar’t Pur Gallery, which 
commenced on May 17 and will last for 
a week.

“The Belgian Embassy is delighted 
to collaborate with the EU and Saudi 
Arabia to hold an exhibition featuring 
Belgian and Saudi artists in conjunction 
with the European Union month,” 
Mineur told the media.

The exhibit features abstract 

women-centric art pieces by Belgian 
artist Andrea B. M. Hulsbosch and 
Saudi artist Skna Hassan.

“Both artists are portraying women 
in their respective contexts, and I think 
the dialogue between them is inspiring, 
and there is no better way than art to 
create links between two countries,” 
Mineur said.

Hassan’s artwork is colorful and 
showcases Arabian women dressed 
in traditional yet modern attires on 
large-scale canvases, while Hulsbosch’s 
artwork is mysterious with dark colors 

on small canvases.
“I believe that Skna and I are very 

complementary. Her artworks are large 
and bright while mine are intentionally 
smaller and more sober. My work 
requires a symbiotic connection with 
my collaborators and a level of intimacy 
with the audience which generates 
a sense of mystery, while Skna’s art 
makes an immediate impression. But 
both focus on women, and I feel that’s 
what connects us — telling stories as 
women and about women transcends 
borders,” Hulsbosch said.

Saudi, Belgian Artists Showcase Women-Centric Artworks
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China’s crude oil imports from top 
supplier Saudi Arabia soared 38 percent 
in April from a year earlier, hitting the 
highest monthly volume since May 2020, 
according to Reuters’ calculations based 
on official Chinese customs data.

Saudi shipments amounted to 8.93 
million tons last month, equivalent to 
2.17 million barrels per day, according 
to data from the Chinese General 
Administration of Customs.

The hefty purchases, with trades 
completed mostly in February, compare 
with 1.61 million bpd in March and 1.57 
million bpd a year earlier.

Imports from second-largest supplier 
Russia rose a more modest 4 percent last 
month from a year earlier, with cargoes 
booked before western governments 

Visitors to the Jeddah Season 
of activities now have a new 
entertainment attraction to add to 
the growing list of festival events.

Mobile amusement park Jeddah 
Pier is the latest zone to open to fun 
seekers in the Red Sea port city.

Located on the Jeddah shoreline, 
it offers 39 rides, a variety of games, 
some with soft-toy prizes, along 
with shops, and an array of cafes 
and restaurants.

For adrenaline junkies there is a 
roller coaster, plus a swing carousel, 

Ferris wheel, and pendulum ride.
Shah Hussain, an English actor, 

was playing fictional pirate Long 
John Silver from Robert Louis 
Stevenson’s novel “Treasure Island” 
in one of the zone’s experience areas, 
the Abandoned Island.

“The pier itself has so many 
attractions, but the Abandoned 
Island is one of the most thrilling 
for visitors to experience. It is not 
for the faint-hearted,” He said.

However, Hussain pointed out 

that he had been struggling to adjust 
to temperatures in the city. “I have 
only just acclimatised to Jeddah. I 
went from 17 degrees weather to 44 
degrees. People should come well-
equipped with water, and we will 
also be ensuring that because we 
want everyone to have fun.”

Madda Rashwan, 22, was visiting 
Jeddah Pier with her friends and 
family, and said the attraction 
offered a welcome distraction 
from work while reminding her of 
childhood experiences.

China’s April Saudi Oil Imports Soar 38 Percent On Year, Russian Oil Up 4 Percent

Jeddah Pier Attraction Adds To Thrills 
Of City’s Festival Season Of Activities

Located on the Jeddah shoreline, mobile amusement park Jeddah Pier offers 39 rides, a variety of games some with soft-toy prizes, along with shops, and an array of cafes and restaurants. 
(Supplied/Mohammed Al-Manea)

Future Investment Initiative 
Foundation will host its first ever 
regional summit on Friday, in 
Rosewood London, England, entitled 
Inclusive Environmental, Social and 
Corporate Governance in Emerging 
Markets.

The most prominent participants 
in the event include the FII 
Chairman and Governor of the 
Public Investment Fund, Yasser 
Al-Rumayyan, Egypt’s Minister of 
Environment, Yasmine Fouad and 
Blackrock CEO Larry Fink.

The summit will bring together 
international investors, world leaders, 
thought leaders, policy makers, global 
CEOs, and chiefs of sustainability to 
discuss and shape the future of ESG, 
particularly in emerging markets.

“The planet has major problems 
with climate, with destruction of 
nature, peace and security. But we also 
have tremendous resources, including 
our common humanity,” Executive 
Director of the FII Institute, Richard 
Attias said.

“We believe that ESG is an 
important tool to bring us together 
and channel capital to meet these 
challenges,” he said.

Using ESG standards to make 
investment decisions is a global 
boom, with assets expected to reach 
$53 trillion, about a third of global 
assets under management, by 2025, 
a statement showed.

King Abdulaziz Public Library, in 
partnership with the Arab League 
Educational, Cultural and Scientific 
Organisation, inaugurated the 
exhibition of Arabic calligraphy in 
Tunis.

The inauguration came during the 
meetings of the general conference 
and the executive council of ALESCO 
chaired by Saudi Arabia.

Saudi Ambassador to Tunis 
Abdulaziz Al-Sager highlighted the 
importance of the exhibition in 
preserving Arabic calligraphy and 
exposing the beauty of this element 
of cultural heritage.

He praised the efforts made by the 
Kingdom to register Arab calligraphy 
arts on the UNESCO Intangible 
Cultural Heritage list.

Al-Sager said that this 
strengthened the presence of Arab 
calligraphy in society, adding that it 
was a clear example of the Kingdom’s 
efforts through chairing ALESCO’s 
executive council in supporting joint 
Arab action.

Mohammed Ould Omar, director 
general of ALESCO, praised the 
contributions of Saudi Arabia to 
ALESCO’s work, adding that the 
exhibition will continue for a full 
month and will be concluded with 
an intellectual workshop, which will 
involve many calligraphers from 
across the Arab world.

IF, Blackrock Lead 
Discussions On ESG 
In FII’s Regional 
Summit

Kingdom 
Inaugurates 
Arab Calligraphy 
Exhibition In Tunis

toughened sanctions over Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine in late February.

Russian oil arrivals in April totalled 
6.55 million tons, or 1.59 million bpd, 
data showed, up slightly from 1.5 million 
bpd in March and 1.53 million bpd a year 
earlier.

China’s overall crude oil imports last 
month rose nearly 7 percent on the year, 
its first rise in three months, although 
widespread COVID-19 lockdowns 
crimped fuel demand and dampened 
refinery output.

Yesterday’s data showed zero imports 
in April from Iran. However, customs 
next month is likely to report for May 
the import of nearly 2 million barrels of 
Iranian oil that was being discharged this 
week into a reserve base in south China.

Despite US sanctions on Iran, China 
has kept taking Iranian oil passed off 
as supplies from other countries. The 
import levels are roughly equivalent to 7 
percent of China’s total crude oil imports.

Iranian oil, often priced lower than 
competing grades, have squeezed out 
rival supplies such as from Brazil and 
West Africa.

Customs reported zero imports from 
Venezuela, as state oil firms shunned 
purchases since late 2019 for fear of 
falling afoul of secondary US sanctions.

Imports from Malaysia, often used as 
a transfer point in the last two years for 
oil originating from Iran and Venezuela, 
jumped 84 percent on year to 2.165 
million tons, the second highest on 
record.



BY MUYIWA OYINLOLA AND DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

With barely two weeks until the 
conclusions of presidential primaries 
by political parties, presidential 
aspirants have embarked on a cut throat 
competition spending billions of Naira 
ahead of the conventions.

Within 24 hours last week expected 
delegates from Kaduna State to the 
All Progressive Congress, APC, pocket 
N1million from their meetings with 
Ahmed Bola Tinubu and Rotimi Amaechi, 
who were in the state to meet with the 
delegates.

AljazirahNigeria reliably gathered 
that each of the delegates got N500, ooo 
from the two presidential aspirants to 
offset their transport fare from Kaduna 
to Abuja, the venue of the convention.

The leading Presidential  aspirants 
move across the states shopping for the 
delegates are  Asiwaju Bola Tinubu,  Vice-
President Yemi Osinbajo; Cross River 
State Governor Ben Ayade; his Ebonyi 
State counterpart, Dave Umahi; Ekiti 
State Governor Kayode Fayemi; Kogi 
State Governor Yahaya Bello; and igawa 
State Governor Mohammed Badaru.

Others are Senate President 
Ahmed Lawan, former Minister of 
Transportation Rotimi Amaechi; 
former Minister of Niger Delta Godswill 
Akpabio and former Minister of 
Science, Technology and Innovation, 
Dr.Ogbonnaya Onu, former Imo State 
Governor Rochas Okorocha and former 
Ogun State Governor Ibikunle Amosun, 
Pastor Tunde Bakare; former Minister 
of State for Education Emeka Nwajiuba; 

former Senate President, Ken Nnamani 
and former Zamfara State Governor 
Ahmed Yerima.

The presidential convention billed for 
Eagle Square, Abuja, will only be a climax 
of scheming, positioning, wheeling 
and dealing, clash of strategies and 
meticulous planning by contenders who 
AljazirahNigeria gathered are mopping 
up available FOREX  from Banks and 
bureau the  de change in Abuja ,  kaduna 
and Kano .

AljazirahNigeria check in FCT and 
environs revealed that most of the 
Hotels have been booked by presidential 
aspirants and state governors.

Presidential Primaries: 
Delegates Rake In N124bn
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Leading the list of presidential 
aspirants shopping for delegates are 
Ahmed Bola Tinubu, who doles out 
between N500,000 and N800,000 to 
delegates,  Rotimi Amaechi, between 
N400,000 and N500,000 depending on 
the state.

From the PDP Atiku Abubakar, 
is wooing delegates with N500,000 
as transport to Abuja,  Pius Anyim , 
N50,000 to each delegates, Bukola 
Saraki, the former senate president 
is doles out N100,000, Mohammed 
Tambuwal , the governor of sokoto state 
eyeing the PDP presidential ticket is 
not left as AljazirahNigeria  learnt 
states delegates are being mobilize with 
N300,000, and Governor Emmanuel 
Udom, N300,000.

The other 16 Presidential aspirants 
are giving out N70,000 to each delegate.

AljazirahNigeria checks revealed 
that the Presidential aspirants might 
have categorised the states into three 
groups, the states under their control, 
opposition and friendly states.

In Kaduna, Governor Nasir El’Rufai, 
did not hide his preference for the 
aspirants in a veer reference to the visit 
of Tinubu who was in Kaduna two day 
before Amaechi went with a shopping 
bag El’Rufai in what appear like a 
monologue had engage the delegate in 
tutoring and rejection of Tinubu”

“Let me tell you my history of Gov. 
Amaechi. In 2011, we were to hold the 
CPC National Convention, but we didn’t 
have money to pay for Eagle Square. 
Gov. Amaechi as a PDP sitting Governor 
then, heard about it. He has always been 

an admirer of Gen. Buhari. He sent a 
message for us to explain the issue, and 
he helped us. Since then, I maintained 
contact with him, on the orders of Gen. 
Buhari himself.

“When we started discussing with 
the Chief PDP serving governors that 
wanted to defect to APC, we had meetings 
with Gov. Amaechi and Gov. Nyako of 
Adamawa State, until we got a reasonable 
number for our party.

He is the game changer. Amaechi is 
from Rivers State, South South, where 
the then incumbent President Jonathan 
is from.

He sacrificed and moved to our party. 
That’s part of the reason President 
Buhari loves Minister Rotimi Amaechi 
till tomorrow”.

“When the then federal government 
wanted to use SSS to arrest me and the 
opposition, I told him ,Amaechi, and he 
said I should not worry. I will go there 
with you. Hon Amaechi left his job as a 
State governor, came to Abuja, and drove 
me in his car to SSS Headquarters, staying 
there until he took me back home.

Till tomorrow, my wife will never 
forget. Amaechi is her favorite Nigerian.

I want you all to understand that APC 
is one family. This primary is about a 
contest. Let us all consider the virtues of 
everyone”.

El-Rufai to Kaduna Delegates-
Two days ago, you made a choice here, 
without listening to everyone. Now, you 
have heard Amaechi, you have seen what 
he has done, he also brought a strong 
security team. He has Gen. Buratai in his 
camp, former CP, Suleiman, and former 
Minister of Defence. You know what will 
happen to our security if he is in charge.

So, I want to ask you a few questions.
Are we in support of the Presidency 

going to the South ?
Delegates: Yes!
El’Rufai: Are you committed to 

that ?
Delegates: Yes !
El’Rufai: Now, the second 

question. You have seen Amaechi. 
You have heard his history. You 
have listened to his achievements. 
What are you going to do? Who are 
you supporting?

Delegates: Your Choice !
El’Rufai: I thought you said you 

were supporting Asiwaju ?
Delegates: (some) No, (many) your 

choice! 
El’Rufai: You see why people said 

delegates will never see heaven?
I have only one vote and you are the 

majority. Whatever you say is what will 
happen.”

We gathered that barely last minute 
change of mind by President Muhammad 
Buhari,  with the postponement by the 
different political parties  as result of the 
challenges created by the Electoral Act , as 
amended , to give the president the time  
to also sign the new Bill  into law.

AljazirahNigeria source at the 
Wadata House said, “As it stand stands 
now if primary elections are conducted 
today without signing the new Electoral 
amended Bill, only elected ad -hoc 
delegate can vote. 

The usual working Committee members 
elected officials and former political office 
holders that used to be delegate cannot 
be. The law excludes them”

Presently without the signing of the 
amended Bill into Law the All Progressive 
Congress, APC expected delegates stands 
at 2340, while the People’s Democratic 
Party, has 3700.

Atiku Wike Lawan

AljazirahNigeria 
check in FCT and 
environs revealed 
that most of 
the Hotels have 
been booked 
by presidential 
aspirants and 
state governors.

“
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AS 38 APC, PDP aspirants woo 3240 delegates

Tinubu, Atiku, Wike, Amaechi, Lawan top list

Political actors mop-up dollars, pound sterling from 
BDC in Abuja, Lagos, Kaduna, Kano



FROM FUNSO OJO AKURE

Ahead of the 2023 general 
elections, indications 
have emerged that the All 
Progressives Congress, 
APC, in Ondo State has 
concluded all arrangements 
on consensus candidates in 
some areas while primaries 
will only hold in areas where 
consensus agreement could 
not be reached.

It was gathered that the 
leadership of the party 
in the state had already 
briefed the state governor, 
Rotimi Akeredolu, on the 
development and the reports 
of committees submitted 
towards ensuring a rancour-
free primary election.

A source within the party 
disclosed that a committee 
was set up in each of the 
three senatorial districts 
of the state, to prune down 
the number of aspirants and 
arrive at a consensus, saying 
the governor was satisfied 
with the outcome of the 
arrangement

It was learnt that the 
State Working Committee 
of the party and some 
selected leaders have held 
two strategic meetings with 
the governor at the Cocoa 
Conference Hall of the 
governor’s office to fine-tune 
the decisions of the party 
leadership in the senatorial 
districts.

For the southern senatorial 
seat, it was gathered that the 
party leadership and the 
governor agreed to throw 
open the contest since 
consensus couldn’t be 
reached.

The senatorial aspirants 
in the south, who 
include the billionaire 
businessman, Jimoh 
Ibrahim; former CEO of 
ONDIPA, Boye Oyewumi; 
Mathew Oyerinmade, and 
a member of the House of 
Representatives, Mayowa 
Akinfolarin, are therefore 
expected to battle for the 
souls and mandate of the 
delegates as the primary 
elections draw nearer.

A member of the state 
working committee who 
spoke in confidence said 
party elders and leaders sat 
and deliberated on the best 
choice for the party ahead 
of the primary.

This, he said, was not to 
rule out others who might 
still want to contest the 
exercise, but to reinforce 
the party’s cohesion.

“The party set up 
committees across the 
three senatorial districts of 
the state. The committees 
were chaired by the 
Senatorial chairmen in each 
of the districts.

2023: Ondo 
APC Concludes 
Consensus 
Arrangements

FG Promises 
Successful 
Hosting of 
UNESCO Global 
Conference in 
October

FROM HASSAN JIRGI

Association of Northern 
Nigerian Students, ANNS, 
has condemned the arrest 
and detention of a Bauchi-
based students activist 
and president, Students 
Union Government of the 
Bauchi State University, 
Comrade Aminu Harsanu 
Guyaba, for criticising the 
government of Bauchi 
State on Facebook.

The association in a press 
release by its president, 

Comrade Sani Adamu, 
which was made available 
to AljazirahNigerian, 
called for the immediate 
release of the students 
activist or it would 
mobilise students to stage 
statewide protests.

“As students union 
leaders, we think under 
a decent democracy, 
politics of purpose and in 
the best national interest, 
expression and freedom 
of speech to all citizens 

should be encouraged.
“The Nigerian students 

have highest respect in 
Bauchi state project but 
unfortunately someone 
like His Excellency, 
Sen. Bala Abdulkadir 
Mohammed (Kauran 
Bauchi) who happens 
to be one of the hopeful 
presidential aspirants in 
the 2023 general election 
cannot withstand a simple 
criticism by Comrade 
Aminu Harsanu Guyaba, 

president, Students 
Union of the Bauchi State 
University, Gadau.

“Our demand is for them 
to free Comrade Aminu 
Guyaba before the elapse of 
our 48 hours ultimatum,” 
the statement said.

The association also 
asked the Bauchi State 
government to apologise 
to Nigerian students for 
detaining a students union 
leader for what it described 
as personal interest. 

BY PAUL EFFIONG, ABUJA

N o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l 
organisation known as the 
Good Circle International 
Organisation, GCIO, has 
established an intervention 
fund tagged Citizens Social 
Security and Development 
Fund, to support Nigerian 

citizens in the times of urgent 
need.

According to the 
international president of 
the group, Engr. Esanerovo 
Agbodo, the fund is set up 
to cater for the unemployed 
Nigerians and to support 
Nigerians in distress, stating 
that most of the crises in 

Nigeria are tied to poverty 
especially among youths.

Announcing the 
establishment of the fund in a 
forum for interaction in Abuja, 
tagged Leaders- Media Forum 
for National Development, 
organised by the organisation 
in partnership with the 
Trumpet Newspaper, Agbodo 

said GCIO would also sponsor a 
bill in the National Assembly to 
ensure that a law is enacted to 
establish a Social Security and 
Development Fund to cater for 
unemployed Nigerians.

He explained that those 
in urgent need of financial 
assistance would be helped as 
done in developed countries. 

Bauchi Students Union Threatens Protest Over Arrest Of President

Group Establishes Citizens Social Security and Development Fund

BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

The price of 12.5kg liquefied 
petroleum gas, LPG, better 
known as cooking gas, has 
increased by 89.10 per cent 
year-on-year, the National 
Bureau of Statistics, NBS, 
said in its latest report on 
LPG price watch for April 
2022.

By implication, Nigerians 
paid an average price of 
N8,164.37 for refilling a 
12.5kg cylinder of cooking 
gas in April 2022 compared 
to N4,317.55 in April 2021.

According to the 
report, the average price 
for refilling a 12.5kg of 

cooking gas increased to 
N8,164.37 in April 2022 
from N7,617.71 in March 
2022, representing a 7.18 
per cent month-on-month 
increase.

“Similarly, on a year-on-
year basis, the average retail 
price for refilling a 12.5kg 
cooking gas increased 
by 89.10 per cent from 
N4317.55 in April 2021.

“The state comparisons 
showed that the highest 
average retail price for 
refilling a 12.5kg cylinder 
of liquefied petroleum gas 
(cooking gas) was recorded 
in Oyo with N8930.88, 

followed by Bayelsa with 
N8916.67 and Ogun, with 
N8766.67.

“Conversely, the lowest 
average price for refilling a 
12.5kg cylinder of liquefied 
petroleum gas (cooking 
gas) was recorded in Yobe 
with N6619.18, followed 
by Borno and Ebonyi with 
N6800.00 and N7710.55 
respectively,” NBS said.

Across the geopolitical 
zones, the report showed 
that the average price was 
highest in the South-West 
with N8,573.28 followed 
by the South-South and 
South-East with N8252.90 

and N8240.32, respectively.
The North-East Zone 

recorded the lowest price 
with N7559.43.

The surge in the retail 
price of diesel due to the 
hike in global oil prices amid 
the Russia-Ukraine war. 

The country has also 
experienced a spike in the 
price of liquefied petroleum 
gas, better known as 
cooking gas, which has 
persisted for months. 

In April, the House of 
Representatives resolved to 
investigate the “outrageous 
rise” in the price of diesel 
and cooking gas.

12.5kg Cooking Gas’ Price Rose By 89% - NBS
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BY JOEL AJAYI

Minister of Information and 
Culture, Alhaji Lai Mohammed 
has assured of successful 
hosting of UNESCO’s 2022 
Global Media and Information 
Literacy, MIL, Week, scheduled 
for Abuja from October 24 to 
31.

The minister gave the 
assurance in his speech at the 
opening session of the Media 
and Information Literacy 
Series of the 3rd World Higher 
Education Conference in 
Barcelona, Spain, yesterday.

“I pledge the commitment 
of the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria toward hosting a 
successful conference, and I 
solicit the support of UNESCO 
and partners, as well as 
governments and the organised 
private sector, in order to ensure 
a successful hosting.

‘’I also wish to pledge the 
commitment of the federal 
government to providing a 
smooth and safe environment 
for all delegates and officials, 
who will be coming to our 
beautiful country and its 
glistening capital city in October 
2022 for the event,” said the 
minister, who participated 
virtually at the opening session.

He commended UNESCO 
for the good job it is doing 
in advancing and promoting 
the knowledge of Media and 
Information Literacy in the 
world, saying “evidently, the 
use of MIL in strengthening 
democracy and good 
governance, as well as creating 
a more stable and informed 
society, cannot be over-
emphasised.’’

Mohammed described the 
conference, which seeks to draw 
the attention of stakeholders 
to the relevance of establishing 
the International Media and 
Information Literacy Institute, 
as a significant milestone in 
the efforts of UNESCO and 
its partners, the members of 
the UNESCO-UNAOC Media 
and Information Literacy 
and Intercultural Dialogue 
University Network, to 
entrench MIL as a field of study.

‘’Please permit me to state 
that Nigeria identifies with 
UNESCO’s efforts in this 
regard and has in fact laid the 
foundation for the progress 
being recorded here today. You 
would all recall that Nigeria 
had in 2013 successfully 
hosted the first Global Forum 
for Partnership on MIL in 
Abuja. The event, tagged Abuja 
2013, gave rise to the creation 
of UNESCO MIL Alliance 
and other initiatives on the 
importance of MIL for all and 
by all,’’ he added.

National President, Retired Navy, Army and Air Force Officers Association of Nigeria, retired Maj-Gen. Alex 
Mshelbwala (L), presenting a souvenir to the representative of the Governor of Lagos, Mrs Folasade Jaji, during the 
34th Annual General Meeting of the Association in Lagos on Thursday. PHOTO: WASIU ZUBAIR/JMH/JAU/NAN



BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

Republic of South Korea 
is to spend $13 million on 
the second phase of the 
Nigerian e-Government 
national master plan 2021-
2026.

The South Korean 
Ambassador to Nigeria, Kim 
Young-Chea, said this at 
the official commencement 
of the ‘Project for Building 
Foundations towards Digital 
Governance for Nigeria’ in 
Abuja yesterday.

The agreement provides 
that the project will 
be funded by Korean 
International Cooperation 
Agency’s, KOICA, grant aid.

Represented by KOICA’s 
country director, Mr. Sungil 
Son, Young-Chea said South 
Korea would spend the 
sum to develop capacity 
and further enhance the 
execution of the national 
e-Government master plan.

“Today’s project, 
funded by KOICA’s grant 
aid to the tune of $13 
million, is expected to 
enhance capacity for the 
further execution of key 
initiatives of the national 
e-Government master plan.

“It is expected to 
boost competencies 
for the e-government 
service delivery, and 
the development of the 
Government Service Portal. 
It can also create increased 
access to the NIN enrolment 
for ordinary people,” he said.

He said that South Korea’s 
success in e-Government 
development was portrayed 
as one of the world’s most 
successful stories.

He added that there were 
many aspects of unique 
Korean experiences that 
could be adapted to suit 
other partnering countries.

Young-Chea added that 
the continued partnership 
between Nigeria and South 
Korea had provided an 
activated platform for both 
countries to collaborate and 
take advantage of the most 
of Korean experience.

In his remarks, 
the Minister of 
Communications and 
Digital Economy, Prof. Isa 
Pantami, recalled that the 
first phase of the project 
commenced in 2013.

Pantami, who was 
represented by the 
Permanent Secretary, 
Mr. William Alo, said that 
KOICA supported the 
project as part of Bilateral 
Cooperation between 
Nigerian and the South 
Korean governments.

S/Korea 
Budgets $13m 
For Nigeria’s 
e-Government’s 
Phase 2

Lagos State High Court sitting 
at the Tafawa Balewa Square, 
TBS, has sentenced a Dane, 
Peter Nielsen, to death by 
hanging for killing his Nigerian 
wife, Zainab, and their three-
and-a-half-year-old daughter, 
Petra.

Justice Bolanle Okikiolu-
Ighile passed the judgement 
yesterday, convicted Nielsen 
on a two-count charge of 
murder.

Kogi-born Zainab 
(popularly called Alizee), was 
signed to an Asian record label, 
Petra Entertainment, and was 
on the course of promoting 
her January 2018 single, 
‘Alhaji Musa,’ before she was 
murdered.

The Lagos State government 
had accused Nielsen, 57, 
of killing his wife and their 
daughter around 3:45am on 
April 5, 2018, at No. 4, Flat 

BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Supporters of the 
various council chairmen 
elect in the Federal 
Capital Territory, FCT, 
yesterday took to the 
streets of Abuja to 
protest the suspension 
of the swearing in 
ceremony of new area 
council chairmen earlier 
scheduled for yesterday. 

The protesters, who 
later stormed the FCTA 
Secretariat at Area 11, 
tried to force their way 
through to the minister’s 

Dane Sentenced To Death 
For Killing Wife, Daughter

Protests Greet Suspension Of Inauguration Of FCT  Area Council Chairmen

About five persons were 
reportedly killed by 
suspected herdsmen on 
Friday in Guma Local 
Government Area of 
Benue State.

The incident, 
according to a source 
who did not want to 
be named happened 
around 1:00 pm on 
Friday.

“The Fulani herders 
invaded Tse Alashi, 
Kaambe community in 
Guma local government 
around 1:00 pm today 
(Friday).

“They killed four 
people who were on 
their farm and also 
moved to a where some 
people were moulding 
burnt bricks and killed 
two people,” the source 
said.

Confirming the report, 
the Chairman of Guma 
local government, Caleb 
Aba, said suspected 
herders stormed the 
community in the 
afternoon and killed 
three people who were 
on their farm.

“The incident 
happened around 1:00 
pm this afternoon, some 
Fulani herders invaded 
a community called Tse 
Alashi and killed three 
people who were working 
on their farm. They also 
moved to a place where 
people were laying burnt 
bricks and killed two 
people.

The chairman said 
he had informed police 
about the invasion and 
added that there were no 
injured ones.

The Security Adviser 
to the State Governor, 
Lt. Col. Paul Hemba 
(retd.) also confirmed 
the killing, saying, some 
people were killed.

“It was an unprovoked 
attack, the people were 
on their farm working 
when the herders 
surrounded them 
and killed them,” the 
security adviser said in a 
telephone interview.

When contacted, the 
State Police Command 
spokesperson, SP 
Catherine Anene, 
confirmed the attack but 
said she had yet to receive 
a report of the killing.

“We have information 
on the attack but I have 
not heard of any killing 
until the team drafted to 
the place arrives,” Anene 
said.

Suspected 
Herdsmen Kill 
Five In Benue 
Attack

head which were consistent 
with “blunt force trauma that 
were not enough to cause any 
fracture.”

Obafunwa said evidence 
showed the deceased struggled 
to free herself from her killer’s 
grip using her hands and nails.

According to the witness, 
the result of a DNA analysis 
of Zainab’s nail clipping 
revealed the presence of her 
DNA material and that of “an 
individual described as Peter.”

On September 20, 2019, 
the prosecution team led 
by Ms. Titilayo Shitta Bey 
(now Solicitor-General and 
Permanent Secretary of 
the Lagos State Ministry of 
Justice) concluded their case.

Rather than open his case, 
Nielsen argued that the 
prosecution failed to link 
him with the deaths, and 
that a particularly important 

Chairmen should be 
sworn in with the new 
electoral act,’ etc. 

They also ensured 
that activities at the 
FCTA Secretariat were 
grounded, as staff were 
neither allowed to gain 
entrance nor exit the 
premises.

Meanwhile, both the 
FCT minister and the 
minister of state are out 
of the country as the 
protesters insisted they 
be addressed by one of 
them, as well as ensure 

17, Bella Vista Tower, Banana 
Island, Ikoyi.

The convict was arraigned 
on June 13, 2018, on a two-
count charge of murder under 
Section 223 of the Criminal 
Law of Lagos State, 2015, 
to which he pleaded not 
guilty, following which trial 
commenced.

During the trial, the court 
heard that Zainab and Petra 
died of head injuries and 
asphyxia (suffocation) that 
were not self-inflicted.

A consultant pathologist, 
Prof. John Obafunwa told 
Justice Okikiolu-Ighile that 
his post-mortem examination 
on Zainab’s corpse suggested 
that she was killed when her 
nose and mouth were forcibly 
closed, which deprived her of 
oxygen.

She was said to have also 
suffered bruises around her 

office, as the security 
personnel stationed 
there  battled to prevent 
them from invading the 
premises. 

The protesters, who 
chanted ‘FCT Minister, 
you must swear them in,’ 
were equally armed with 
placards with various 
inscriptions such as 
‘FCT Minister, we know 
you obey the law  swear 
in as enshrined in the 
constitution, ‘You were 
sworn in with the old 
electoral act, the new 

prosecution exhibit was 
missing.

He filed a “no case” 
submission, praying the court 
to end the proceedings and set 
him free.

But on July 19, 2021, 
Nielsen lost his bid to regain 
freedom.

Justice Okikiolu-Ighile 
dismissed the Dane’s 
application seeking to be 
discharged of the double 
murder charge, noting that the 
application, filed by Nielsen’s 
counsel, Mr Olasupo Shasore 
(SAN),” though brilliant,” was 
premature.

She held that both 
prosecution and defence had 
called witnesses and tendered 
exhibits which were not 
premised on the said exhibit.

The Dane had premised his 
application on a missing piece 
of critical evidence said to have 

that their demands were 
restored yesterday. 

The FCT Minister had 
on Thursday suspended 
the planned inauguration 
of the six area council 
chairmen billed for 
Friday, May 20, 2022. 
The suspension followed 
a judgement by the 
FCT High Court, which 
extended the tenure of 
office of the chairmen 
from three to four years, 
in line with the provisions 
of the recently signed 
Electoral Act, 2022.
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I, formerly known and addressed as MISS. 
BENARDINE NENE ANABUI, now wish to be 
known and addressed as  MRS. BENARDINE 

EBISINDEI FERE. All former documents remain 
valid. The general public should please take note.

This is to inform the general public that my name 
was wrongly written as FENIRAS AREA instead 
of FESINGHEN AREA, that my correct name is 

FESINGHEN AREA. All former documents remain vaild. 
The general public please take note.  

EBISINDEI CORRECTION OF NAME
CHANGE OF NAME
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British Man Spends 36 
Hours On Swing For 
Guinness World Record

Supermarket To Cut 
Prices Depending How 
Old You Are

Identical Twins Give 
Birth Same Day, Same 
Hospital

Woman Charged 
£32 For Crying 
During Doctor’s 
Appointment

Over 550-Pound 
Alligator Takes 
A Dip In Florida 
Pool

May 21 – May 22, 2022

A woman was shocked 
after visiting her doctor 
and was charged £32 ‘ 
for crying ‘ during the 
appointment.

Camille Johnson, 25, 
is a YouTube star and 
shared a photo of her 
younger sister’s medical 
bill - explaining that she 
had gone in for help with 
a ‘rare disease’.

The woman, from the 
US, was handed the bill 
and was distraught when 
she saw ‘brief emotional/
behavioral assessment’, 
alongside the amount - 
$40 (£32.)

Camille said that her 
sibling ‘got emotional 
because she feels 
frustrated and helpless’, 
but that didn’t stop the 
health care professional 
from charging her ‘one 
tear in’.

Taking to Twitter, 
Camille said: “My little 
sister has been really 
struggling with a health 
condition lately and finally 
got to see a doctor. They 
charged her $40 for crying.

“One tear in and they 
charged her $40 without 
addressing why she is 
crying, trying to help, 
doing any evaluation, any 
prescription, nothing.”

Camille’s post soon went 
viral, with 62,000 retweets 
and 489,000 likes - and 
many people took to the 
comments to share their 
thoughts on the American 
medical system.

A family from Charlotte 
County, Fla., discovered 
a 10-foot-long, over 550 
pound alligator swimming 
inside their pool.

The family woke up after 
hearing loud noises from 
their home’s lanai area as 
the gator tore through their 
screen to reach the cool 
water.

The Charlotte County 
Sheriff’s Office uploaded 
to Facebook photos of the 
alligator swimming and of 
authorities capturing the 
large creature.

“Water Safety Month, 
Tip #37: Always check your 
pool before diving in!” the 
Charlotte County Sheriff’s 
Office said.

Recently, a Florida couple 
were confronted by an 
alligator in their backyard as 
they sat down for breakfast.

A pair of identical twins in 
California have something 
new in common after they 
both gave birth to baby 
boys at the same hospital 
on the same day.

Jill Justiniani and Erin 
Cheplak each gave birth to 
a 7-pound, 3-ounce baby 
boy at Kaiser Permanente 
hospital in Anaheim.

Both baby boys 
measured 20 inches long 
at birth.

The twins said Justiniani 
has been scheduled for a 
C-section on May 5, and 
Cheplak’s water broke that 

same day -- 10 days before 
she was due.

“Sharing our pregnancy 
together was really special 
because we really had the 
support of each other 
through every step of the 
process,” Justiniani told 
good morning america. 
“Even just going through 
the day-to-day changes 
of pregnancy, all of 
the unknowns and the 
questions and the natural 
worries that come up, we 
were constantly able to 
check in with each other 
and support each other.”

A British man spent 36 hours 
rocking back and forth on a 
swing set to break a Guinness 
World Record.

Richard Scott, 51, of 
Kinross, England, started 
swinging at 6:10 a.m. Saturday 
at Loch Leven’s Larder cricket 
pitch and finished Sunday 
evening.

Scott was allowed a five-
minute break for each hour 
he spent on the swing, and he 
saved up his breaks to take a 
3 a.m. nap.

Scott’s 36-hour swinging 
marathon broke the record 
of 34 hours, which was set by 
Quinn Levy in October 2020.

The Rotary Club of Kinross 
and District, where Scott is a 
member, shared video of the 
record attempt on Facebook.

“It’s been good, the tops of 
my legs are a wee bit sore but 
apart from that I’ve been fine. 
It’s been a good experience,” 
Scott told The Courier. “It’s 
been challenging, but it’s been 
really good. I’m very excited.”

Supermarket chain Iceland 
is set to launch a new 
discount where shoppers 
can bag 10% off whatever 
they spend - but they must 
be over 60 to qualify and it’s 
only in place on Tuesdays.

Every Tuesday from May 
24, anyone aged 60 or over 
will be able to claim the 
offer in-store at branches 
of Iceland and The Food 
Warehouse by showing a 
proof of age.

There is no minimum 
spend and the discount 
applies across all products 
and ranges.

The retailer said it decided 
to launch the offer after 
Age UK recently revealed 
that three-quarters of 
older people in the UK (9.4 
million) are worried about 
the rising cost of living.

It will be the first 

supermarket to launch a 
discount for the over 60s

Richard Walker, 
Managing Director at 
Iceland, said: “We have a 
long history of supporting 
our over 60s customers, 
such as when we launched 
‘Elderly Hour’ at the height 
of the pandemic.

“The cost of living crisis 
has made support for 
these customers even more 
important, which is why I’m 
proud that we’re finding 
new ways to support them, 
including the launch of this 
discount. We hope it will 
help all those in this age 
category to cut costs where 
they can.”

Last Christmas Iceland 
ran a regional trial offering 
those receiving a state 
pension £30 vouchers and 
is now exploring a national 

rollout ready for this 
summer.

The supermarket says it is 
“doing what we can to keep 
costs down” on products as 
people across the country 
struggle with soaring prices.

This week Andrew 

Bailey, governor of the 
Bank of England issued 
an “apocalyptic” warning 
over food supplies and 
skyrocketing costs for 
consumers.

He said the situation 
is “very, very difficult” 

with inflation soaring and 
warned “there’s not a lot 
we can do about 80% of it”.

Meanwhile a UK council 
has become the first to 
declare a cost of living 
emergency as foodbank 
usage surges.



Nigeria Biafra Referendum: Again, Court 
Adjourns Suit Still October 20

Insecurity: IPOB Warns Politicians Against Holding Rallies In South-East

BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

Federal High Court in Abuja 
has adjourned till October 20, 
2022, hearing on the suit filed 
by the Coalition of Northern 
Groups, CNG, seeking a 
referendum to determine 
fate of Biafra and other self-
determination agitations.

Justice Inyang Ekwo, who 
presided over the matter for 
the granted all the motion to 
be joinder to allow the citizens 
of the country to conduct a 
referendum.

Speaking to journalists 
after the adjournment, 
Counsel to CNG, Barrister 
Sufiyanu Gambo Idris, said, 
“What the plaintiff is asking 
for is the opportunity for 
all Nigerians to be given the 
chance whether they want to 
stay in Nigeria or not, which is 
their right and we are equally 
calling for that.

“We felt by the provisions 
of the African chattered on 
humans and people’s rights, 

Indigenous People of Biafra, 
IPOB, has cautioned political 
parties against holding 
rallies in the South-East 
geo-political zone, due to 
the unpalatable security 
situation in that part of the 
country. 

In a statement issued 
by its Media and Publicity 
Secretary, Emma Powerful, 
IPOB specifically warned 
a governorship aspirant in 
Abia State, on the platform 

every citizen in an African 
country has the right to say 
is no longer interested in 
remaining in that country, 
not just Nigeria.

“We felt with the 
development and our clients 
felt the right thing to do is to 
allow every citizen to decide 
whether she still wants to stay 
in Nigeria or not. If you want 
to stay, let him stay peacefully, 
and if you want to go, go 
peacefully,” he said.

In his remarks, the 
Spokesperson of CNG, Abdul-
Azeez Suleiman, said “We are 
the plaintiff in this matter, 
we are happy that the case we 
initiated for love of country is 
developing into an interesting 
process with the potential of 
bringing about an enduring 
peace in Nigeria. 

“We also wish to say 
that contrary to what the 
Igbo lawyer just claimed, 
throughout this political 
dispensation, it is the North 
East that can be said to be 

of the All Progressives 
Congress, APC, Ikechi 
Emenike, against hosting a 
political rally in the state.

The group noted that 
Emenike and other 
politicians running for 
elective offices had “shown 
no concern” about the 
killings and abductions in 
the geopolitical zone.

“We want to advise Chief 
Ikechi Emenike and his 
APC people not to hold any 
political rally in Umuahia 

tomorrow (Friday, May 
20, 2022) while they kept 
quiet and did nothing when 
Fulani bandits kidnapped 
passengers, including female 
students along Okigwe/
Uturu road.

“We cannot allow 
Emenike and his APC co-
travellers to be dancing and 
singing at Chidiebere Park 
while our daughters are still 
in captivity.

“It is hypocrisy for the 
political elite to show no 

concern about the plights 
of our people who they 
claim to be seeking their 
welfare. It is wickedness 
for Emenike and his co-
travellers to keep mute 
and do nothing about the 
incessant abductions of 
Igbo sons and daughters 
by Fulani herdsmen around 
Uturu and its environs. 
Ikechi Emenike should keep 
away from Chidiebere Park 
Umuahia tomorrow.

“We won’t allow APC 

and other political parties 
to continue to hold their 
rallies in our land while 
Fulani bandits operative 
with impunity Kidnapping 
and rapping our people, yet 
the politicians do nothing 
about it. All they care about 
is 2023. Enough is enough,” 
the separatist group noted.

It added that it was 
unacceptable for politicians 
to be campaigning for votes 
while residents live at the 
mercy of assailants.

truly marginalized. The 
North East has not had the 
opportunity to even field a vice 
president whereas the South-
East that is over agitated 
about marginalization has 
had three opportunities for 
the vice presidency. 

“The North-East has had 
a vice president and three 
opportunities to produce the 
president, the North-West 
has produced two presidents 
and a vice president. The 
South-South has produced a 
president and the South-West 
had produced a president 
and the current vice. We are 
hoping that at the conclusion 
of this suit and eventual 
conduct of a referendum as 
sought in the suit, all these 
issues would be put to rest,” 
he said.  

In the same vein, the Igbo 
nation lead counsel, Victor 
Onwaremadu, said that the 
Igbo nation is properly joined 
on matter because the court 
accept the argument and join 

the Igbos.
He said: “The referendum 

is only thing that can bring 
peace in this country. The 
Igbo nation have been  
marginalized so much. 
unjustly treatment to the 
Igbo people in this country, 
Igbo have suffer in this 
country.

“One of the injustice that 
am always campaign  for is 
what is happening now. Since 
the coming of democratic 
system in this country, almost 
part of this country have their 
own President,rule for 8 years.

“The north have their own 
president which is our dear 
President Muhammadu 
Buhari ruling us, even our 
brother in the South-South 
have their own share in this 
present of dispensation of 
democracy like Goodluck 
Jonathan. The south is the 
only people or major tribe in 
Nigeria that have been denied 
the opportunity to become 
president of Nigeria,” he said.

BY ABAH ADAH, ABUJA

Office of the Surveyor 
General of the Federation, 
OSGoF, has revealed plans 
to produce a large-scale 
base map of the entire 
country, in partnership 
with Woolpert, a 
multinational company, 
and its Nigerian partner, 
Lordsfield Ltd.

A statement signed by 
OSGoF’s head of Press 
and Public Relations, 
Abu Michael, said the 
Surveyor General of the 
Federation, Abudulganiyu 
Adebomehin, with some 
members of management, 
held a meeting with 
representatives of 
Woolpert and Lordsfield at 
the Survey House in Abuja 
to discuss way forward for 
the project.

According to the 
statement, the new map 
is to provide the federal 
government a critical tool 
for effective decisions 
making in proffering 
solutions to the challenges 
of various operations,  
planning, designs 
and implementation 
of especially physical 
infrastructure and other 
developmental projects.

“The project is for the 
mapping of the nooks 
and crannies of the 
country, upgrading of 
facilities, and training 
of professionals for the 
Nigerian government,” the 
statement added.

Although, the project 
is capital-intensive, 
Adebomehin said it would 
remain an issue on the 
front burner until Nigeria 
is well mapped, adding that 
no country in the world 
can resolve its challenges 
and develop without being 
properly mapped.

The large-scale map, 
according to him, will 
show every area, number 
of houses and other 
infrastructures, power 
and transmission lines 
for government to behold 
even at a glance for 
decisions and approvals of 
operations and projects.

The SGoF thanked the 
companies for showing 
commitment towards 
helping the country 
achieve this and pledged 
the cooperation of his 
office on all agreements as 
deemed fit by the Nigerian 
government.

OSGoF Partners 
Multinational 
Firm To Produce 
Large-Scale 
Map

FCT

ONDO

Mrs Therase Shija justice of the hight Court makurdi Benue State left Congratulating His Royal Highness The Tor Tiv 
Prof James Ayatse right during his marital celebration in his palace Gboko Benue State.  PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN, 
has said naira notes would 
soon be out of circulation, as it 
urged market men and women 
to sign into the e-Naira.

This was made known 
yesterday by the Delta 
State branch controller of 
the apex bank, Mr Godwin 
Okafor, at the popular 
Ogbogonogo market a market 
sensitisationon e-Naira.

Urging traders to key into 
the central bank’s e-Naira 
policy, Okafor said “we are 
here at the market today to 
sensitise the market people 
on the use of e-Naira. It is fully 
backed by CBN, unlike Bitcoin 
which has no legal backing.”

In a remark, the consultant 
of CBN on e-Naira, Dr. Aminu 
Bizi said Delta was chosen as 
the second state to sensitise 
market women on e-Naira 
after Lagos.

“We are here to sensitise 
market men and women, shop 
to shop on the use of e-Naira. 
CBN has gone behind ATM, 
POS, therefore, we are going to 
meet the Okada/tricycle union 
on this policy.

“Paper currency will soon be 
out of circulation because CBN 
spent money to print money 
and people abuse the currency 
in the market, spraying at the 
occasion, payment of Okada/
tricycle and others and CBN is 
losing”

He said the use of e-Naira 
was effective, charges 
free unlike ATM and POS 
and cannot be hacked by 
fraudsters.

In his remark, the Secretary 
to the State Government, 
Chief Patrick Ukah, applauded 
CBN for the e-Naira initiative.

Ukah who was represented 
by the Director of Finance 
and Account in the office 
of SSG, Mr. Benson Ojoko, 
said the state was delighted 
with CBN programmes, 
describing e-Naira as a 
laudable programme that has 
placed Nigeria in international 
finance.

Naira Notes 
Will Be Out Of 
Circulation Soon, 
Says CBN Official
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Buhari Appoints Adamu Tutuwa As New FIIRO DG
FIIRO, Lagos.

According to a statement 
yesterday in Lagos, signed 
by the permanent secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Innovation, 
Mrs Monilola Udoh, until 
her new appointment, 
Tutuwa was the director of 
the Biotechnology Centre of 

the National Biotechnology 
Development Agency in 
Jalingo, Taraba State.

It added that Tutuwa’s 
vast experience in science 
research and development 
would come in handy as 
a veritable tool to give 
FIIRO a further push 
into the commonwealth 

of renowned scientific, 
technology, and research 
nations.

“With her core 
competence in 
biotechnology and her 
affiliation to scientific donor 
agencies, hopes are high 
that her new constituency 
will benefit therein,” it said.

BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRI, 
ABUJA

Northern Elders Forum, 
NEF, yesterday condemned 
the call by the spokesman 
of Ohaneze Ndigbo, Dr Alex 
Ogbonnia, for the arrest of 
its director of Publicity and 
Advocacy, Dr Hakeem Baba-
Ahmed.

NEF in a statement by 
its convener, Prof Ango 
Abdullahi, advised Ohaneze 
Ndigbo to focus its attention 
on contributing to securing 
people of the South-East 
from multiple threats and 
ensuring that Ndigbo have 
a befitting relevance in 
Nigeria. 

“My attention has been 
drawn to comments by 
spokesman of Ohaneze 
Ndigbo, Dr Alex Ogbonnia, 
on the Director of Publicity 
and Advocacy of Northern 
Elders Forum, Dr Hakeem 
Baba-Ahmed. These 
comments are, to say 
the least, dangerous and 
irresponsible, designed to 
achieve only one goal: to put 
the life of Dr Baba-Ahmed 
in peril.

“The Northern Elders 
Forum states categorically 
that all comments and 
statements made by Dr 
Baba-Ahmed are authorized, 
and they represent its 
positions.

“The press statement 
which he read on the 8th of 
June, 2021 at the forum’s 
headquarters in Abuja in 
presence of the full forum 
was the statement of the 
forum by which it still stands. 
We are aware of attempts to 
create the impression that 
this statement is recent, as 
well as other attempts to 
misrepresent its contents 
to create scapegoats for the 
failure to limit the damage 
of irredentism. In spite 
of many efforts to inform 
the public appropriately, 
it appears that Ohaneze 
Ndigbo has fallen prey 
to more mischief, or is 
itself actively involved in 
incitement against a citizen.

“The forum stands by its 
director of Publicity and 
Advocacy, a Nigerian whose 
pedigree and service to our 
nation has few parallels. 
It sees the claim that Dr 
Baba-Ahmed is a security 
risk, and the demand that 
he should be arrested as 
pathetic and beneath even 
the ordinary standards of 
Ohaneze Ndigbo. We serve 
notice that we know who to 
hold responsible in the event 
of any harm to Dr Baba-
Ahmed,” Abdullahi said.

Northern Elders 
Condemn 
Ohaneze’s Call 
For Arrest Of 
Spokesman 
FCT

ZAMFARA

Accede To ASUU Demand,  CAN Urges FG
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

Christian Association of 
Nigeria, CAN, has called 
for an end to strike by the 
Academic Staff Union of 
Universities, ASUU, urging 
the federal government to 
accede to the demands of 
the union 

Secretary-General of 
CAN, Joseph Daramola 
made this call at the one-
day consultative meeting 
of the National Planning 
Committee on the 2022 
National Personnel Audit, 
NPA, with religious leaders 
on the modalities for the 
conduct of NPA in all basic 
education institutions in 
Nigeria.

He also demanded for 
the return of all mission 
schools in the country to 
their original owners as a 
way to arrest the gradual 
erosion of values and 
morals in schools.

Daramola decried the 
gradual erosion of the 
nation’s cherished values 
and morals in schools with 
examination malpractice 
becoming a norm in many 
schools across the country. 

He said it was 
unfortunate that it is 
no longer only students 
that are involved in 
examination malpractice 
but parents and teachers 
are also culprits in this, 
urging government and 
regulatory authorities to be 
firm on issues of discipline. 

Also speaking, executive 
secretary of Universal Basic 
Education Commission, 
UBEC, Dr Hamid Bobboyi 
disclosed that the first 
phase of the school census 
exercise would commence 
on June 6, 2022, in the 
southern part of the 
country.

He called on traditional 
rulers and religious leaders 
in Nigeria to join forces 
with the Government in 
the efforts to reduce the 
high number of out-of-
school children estimated 
at 10.5 million and 
myriads of other challenges 
besetting basic education 
in the country.

Bobboyi, who was 
represented by the deputy 
executive secretary 
(Services), Dr Isiaka 
Kolawole, in his address 

acknowledged the key role 
being played by traditional 
rulers and religious leaders 
in the implementation of 
Universal Basic Education, 
UBE, in the country, 
urging them to continue 
to collaborate with the 
government in addressing 
the challenge out-of-school 
children while ensuring 
quality basic education is 
delivered to the citizenry. 

He also appealed to the 
religious leaders whom he 
noted have many schools 
across the country to 
support the NPA exercise, 
saying that dearth of data 
on basic education has 
remained a major challenge 
to its implementation 
in Nigeria as education 
planners and decision-
makers had to make do 
with data that is not up-to-
date or outrightly falsified. 

He said it was against 
this backdrop that the 
Commission with the 
State and Federal Capital 
Territory, FCT, Universal 
Basic Education Boards 
conducted national 
personal audits in 2006, 
2010 and 2018, explaining 

that the 2018 exercise was 
more comprehensive as 
it covered all categories 
of public and private 
education institutions 
unlike the previous 
exercises that were limited 
to public schools only. 

“We are in the process 
of conducting another 
personnel audit of all 
educational institutions in 
the country offering full or 
elements of basic education. 
This is for the purpose of 
collecting school data on 
enrolment, personnel, and 
facilities, among others.

“The importance of 
up-to-date, accurate and 
reliable data in the planning 
and implementation of 
educational programmes 
cannot be over-emphasised. 

“Data enables us to 
plan effectively towards 
systematic achievement 
of the educational 
objectives, track progress 
made, identify the 
strengths and weaknesses 
of implementation 
strategies, and form the 
basis for making informed 
decisions,” he said.

Left, Amaka Lawrence, Third Left, APC Youth Leader, Hon. Dayo Israel, (Middle) one of the APC presidential 
Aspirants, Governor of Kogi State, Governor Yahaya Bello, and other high-level Working Committee group during 
the visit to one of the Aspirants concerning the forth coming APC presidential town hall meeting in Abuja, on 
Tuesday. PHOTO: HAPPINESS UDOTONG 

FROM ABDUL SALAUDEEN ILORIN

Lagos State Commissioner 
of Police, Abiodun Alabi has 
disclosed that the command 
was after foreigners operating 
as commercial motorcyclists in 
the state.

Alabi made this known 
yesterday in an interview with 
the News Agency of Nigeria, 
NAN, in Lagos.

He said that the command 
was aware of some foreigners 
operating as motorcyclists in 
the state and that they were 
after them.

The CP spoke while parading 
13 suspects by the command, 
allegedly involved in various 
crimes in the last one month.

NAN repots that many of 
the motorcyclists operating in 
Lagos and some neighbouring 
states Nigeriens, Togolese, 
Beniniors and Chadians.

 “We are aware that many 
commercial motorcyclists 
operating in Lagos are 
foreigners and we have 
commenced routing checks with 
the aim of profiling them.

“When we finish the 
profiling, we will hand them 
over to the Nigeria Immigration 
Service for further investigation 
and possible repatriation,” he 
said.

On the inflow of motorcycles 
into Lagos State, Alabi said the 
command was activating the old 
strategy by deploying officers to 
all border towns to check every 
means of importing motorcycle 
in the state.

“We are going to carry out the 
old strategy by ensuring that no 
motorcycle comes into the state. 
We will seize any motorcycle 
found in any vehicle coming into 
Lagos,” he said.

The police commissioner 
had on Thursday, advised that 
people should stop giving 
out motorcycles as means of 
empowerment, but adopt other 
meaningful venture.

Alabi, on Thursday was 
reacting to the total ban of 
commercial motorcycles in 
some local government areas 
in Lagos.

“People buying Okada 
(motorcycles) as empowerment 
for people should have a rethink.

“The fact remains that 
banning okada in Lagos while 
some people are bringing them 
in through empowerment 
is giving police problem in 
implementing the already 
existing laws,” he said.

Meanwhile, as the June 
1 deadline begins for the 
enforcement of the ban, Kwara 
State Police Command is 
coming up with strategic plans 
to checkmate the effects of 
likely influx of displaced riders 
to the state.

Foreigners ,
Target Of Okada 
Ban In Lagos  
–  CP
LAGOS

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT

President Muhammadu 
Buhari has approved the 
appointment of Dr Adamu 
Tutuwa as the substantive 
director-general of the 
Federal Institute of 
Industrial Research, Oshodi, 
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Waiting For Abuja’s 10,000 Toilets
BY GREG ODOGWU

Federal Capital Territory Administration, 
FCTA recently declared that one in 
every three FCT citizens practices open 
defecation; that is, more than 30% of Abuja 
residents answer nature’s call in a primitive, 
unwholesome fashion. It then announced 
plans to construct 10,000 public toilets in 
strategic locations across the FCT in order 
to cut down the outrageous open defecation 
index. This strategy may sound ambitious to 
many but, considering how late in the day the 
plan is coming, one wonders whether it is an 
achievable project.

Firstly, this regime has less than one 
year to go, and one wonders how the FCTA 
will do the magic because in our clime, 
government is not a continuum. Succeeding 
administrations rarely complete unfinished 
projects, especially ones that are capital 
intensive. Secondly, the President, Major 
General Muhammadu Buhari , retd., signed 
the Emergency Order on Open Defecation 
three years ago. Interestingly, of the 79 
local government areas that have presently 
achieved the open defecation-free status, 
none of the FCT’s Area Councils is counted 
as ODF. So, why is the FCTA just waking up 
from slumber?

Abuja is a modern city and there are other 
strategies that would have been deployed by 
its government. Open defecation-free status 
does not come just by building toilets. It also 
requires proper use of the available toilet 
facilities and also having access to the existing 

ones. It has everything to do with toilet 
culture. If the appropriate consciousness is 
not imbibed, many people would persist in 
their indiscipline. And if there is no buy-in 
on the part of the citizens, the government 
can only achieve little momentum even if it 
builds toilets on every corner.

To be clear, both private and corporate 
organisations in the FCT encourage open 
defecation. Toilets are always under lock 
and key in public places, like banks, schools, 
shopping centres, filling stations and plazas. 
The institutions then select to whom they 
give the keys to these so-called public 
facilities. This is not supposed to be so, 
considering that the places in question are 
public spaces and their toilets, therefore, 
should be open for public use. Not only 
being open for public use but they should 
have legible signs to direct people to their 
locations. Even at the Federal Secretariat 

complex, one may not find an available toilet 
to use. Hence, the bushes and shrubs around 
the complex serve as toilets for some civil 
servants.

In some satellite towns of Abuja, 
tenants allow their landlords to neglect 
the construction of toilets. Likewise, they 
do not complain or protest when they are 
presented with inadequate toilet facilities 
by cost-cutting landlords. Others prefer to 
“manage” inappropriate and uncompleted 
toilet facilities in their compounds. 
Obviously, it is about toilet culture. When 
they are faced with the option of waiting 
for the completion of toilet systems, some 
tenants do not see these as critical parts of 
home units. So, the environment suffers 
as a result of this noncompliance to Water, 
Sanitation and Hygiene dictates when they 
resort to defecating in nearby no-man’s-land.

Secondly, environmental health 
enforcement in the FCT is abysmally lax. 
Indeed, it is an indictment that Nigeria’s 
capital city is part of what makes us the open 
defecation capital of the world as if we are 
progressing or developing backwards. It was 
never like this. Right from the colonial era, 
Nigeria had the government functionaries 
whose primary duty was to inspect public 
places and people’s homes with a view to 
ensuring that the citizens had properly 
designed and situated facilities for defecation 
and environmental sanitation.

At that time, they were called sanitary 
inspectors, known as ‘wole wole’ among 
the Yoruba, ‘nwaole-ala’ among the Igbo 

It then announced plans 
to construct 10,000 
public toilets in strategic 
locations across the FCT 
in order to cut down 
the outrageous open 
defecation index.

“

EXPLORE
weekend

and ‘duba-gari’ among the Hausa. Sanitary 
Inspectors were government officials saddled 
with the responsibility of overseeing the 
sanitation of houses and neighbourhoods 
in every part of the country. In those days, 
they were feared more than the police.

They were in charge of routine sanitary 
inspection of houses, markets, schools 
and communities; waste disposal and 
environmental sanitation, pollution control 
and industrial sanitation; water sampling 
and sanitation; port health duties ,air, land 
and seaports; control of communicable 
disease ,infectious diseases; building 
and urban planning; vector and pest 
control e.g. malaria control; prosecution 
of public health offenders in the court; 
meat and food inspection; the disposal of 
the dead; occupational health and factory 
inspection; vaccination/inoculation of 
both schoolchildren and adults, and health 
education on personal and public hygiene.

In 1988, the name of the profession was 
changed to Environmental Health Officers in 
line with the internationally accepted name 
of practitioners of the profession and also 
to accommodate members of the profession, 
who graduated from the university with a 
degree in public health, environmental health 
and epidemiology. Subsequently, in 2002 the 
Federal Government set up an institution 
that regulated their practice in modern 
Nigeria, known as the Environmental Health 
Officers Registration Council of Nigeria. 
Therefore, the question is where are these 
officers today?
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How NNPP Is Making Waves In Kano
BY CALEB ISHAYA 

 Political pundits are at lost how the New 
Nigeria Peoples Party ,NNPP, a party that 
came on board less than  three months, 
took over as the main opposition party 
in the state.

 The rank of the NNPP in the state has 
continued to swell as aggrieved politicians 
defect from both the All Progressives 
Congress, APC, and the PDP.

The founder of the party Mr 
Aniebonam had boasted that the party 
was repositioned to take over the North 
politically. “We are the beautiful bride in 
the North as it is and we hope to expand 
to all parts of Nigeria as the best option 
for Nigerians” .

 At the moment , the party in Kano State 
has in its ranks prominent and  notable 
politicians in the state who defected from 
the ruling All Progressive Congress APC 
and the Peoples Democratic Party PDP.

 Apart from Sen Ibrahim Shekarawu 
who defected from the APC  recently , a 
former speaker of the House of Assembly 
who is now a member of the House of 
Representatives, Alhassan Rurum, also 
decamped from the APC to the NNPP 
alongside a former adviser to President 
Muhammadu Buhari on National 
Assembly matters, Kawu Sumaila.

Similarly, two former speakers of the 
state House of Assembly, Gambo Sallau 
and Alhassan Abubakar Kibiya, also joined 
from the APC.

The APC in Kano State has been in crisis 
for more than five years. The crisis that 
rocked the party began with the parting of 
ways between Governor Ganduje and his 
predecessor, Rabiu Kwankwaso, and led to 
the defection of the latter back to the PDP.

The battle between them for the control 
of the APC remained latent for two years 
until 2018 when it reached a crescendo.

 If it had stopped at that, the APC in 
Kano State would have remained more 

powerful than the combination of PDP 
and the other opposition parties. But 
immediately after the 2019 elections, 
another crisis, more complicated than the 
last one, broke out in the party.

After Mr Kwankwaso joined it, led a 
group of seven members called the G-7 
who accused Mr Ganduje of running the 
party like “his family house”

The G-7 group was made up of Mr 
Shekarau; Chairman Senate committee 
on Appropriations, Barau Jibrin; House 
of Representatives members, Tijjani Jobe, 
Sha’aban Sharada, Haruna Dederi, Nasiru 
Abduwa and Shehu Dalhatu; a former 
deputy to Mr Ganduje, Hafiz Abubakar, 
and a former commissioner, Mu’azu 
Magaji.

The group had Ahmadu Zago as its 
chairmanship candidate, and after 
the two factions conducted separate 
congresses, a legal battle ensued that 
reached the Supreme Court. The  Supreme 
court identified Mr Abbas, Mr Ganduje’s 
factional chairman, as the duly elected 
chairman of the APC in the state.

After losing at the Supreme Court, 
observers knew it was only a matter of 
time before the G -7 members consider 
their options.

A political analyst in Kano, Munawwar 
Ahmed, said: “Most of them could not 
go to the PDP because the party too was 
already in crisis; they knew they had 
to find a way of neutralising Ganduje 

before it was too late. The decision by 
Kwankwaso to rejuvenate NNPP made 
things easier for them to defect.”

The internal crisis in the APC was 
propelled by the decision of the governor 
and his allies at the party secretariat to 
allegedly impose candidates. Most of 
those having issues with Mr Ganduje 
are angry over his decision to publicly 
support other candidates than them.

Like in most states, political calculations 
in Kano begin immediately after an 
election and some of those now fighting 
Mr Ganduje read the writing on the wall 
early that the governor would not support 
their ambitions. 

For instance, the governor and party 
chairman, Mr Abbas, did not back 
Abdulmuminu Jibrin, a former member 
of the House of Representatives for 
Kiru/Bebeji, to return to the House. 
Following the intervention of the national 
leadership of the party, Mr Jibrin was 
allowed to run for the ticket but the state 
authorities supported a rival to pick the 
ticket.

The immediate former Chief of Staff to 
the governor, Mr Makoda, was planning 
to go to the House of Representatives too 
but when he sent in his resignation, the 
governor asked him to shelve his ambition 
and continued being his top aide.

Kawu Sumaila, who was in the House 
of Representative want to represent 
Kano South district in the senate but 
the governor’s body language showed 
he was in support of the incumbent 
senator, Kabiru Gaya. A former speaker 
of the State Assembly, Alhasan Rurum, 
who is now a House of Representatives 
member, had been part of agitation 
for the zoning of the governor’s seat to 
Kano South because the zone has not 
produced a governor since the beginning 
of the Fourth Republic in1999. Mr Rurum 
wanted to contest for the governor’s seat.

.The PDP which had been the main 
opposition party in the state since 2015 
when APC took the state, lost its status 
last week when bigwigs defected to the 
NNPP.

Despite the fact that most of those who 
defected recently were from the APC, the 
internal crisis in the PDP helped push Mr 
Kwankwaso and his loyalists out.

The crisis also made the party 
unattractive to defectors leaving the APC.

Mr Kwankwaso was the PDP leader 
when he returned to the party in 2018 
but decided to walk away due to a crisis 
between his faction and that of Aminu 
Wali, a former foreign affairs minister 
and ambassador.

As the 2021 congress approached 
and the position of the PDP zonal vice-
chairman was given to Kano State, Messrs 
Kwankwaso and Wali fought to get the 
position.

Political pundits believe the two camps 
wanted to use the position to consolidate 
their status as party leaders in the state 
and zone in general.

Both camps fielded different candidates 
for the position; with the Kwankwaso 
camp fielding Mohammed Jamo and Mr 
Wali’s faction backing Bello Hayatu, a 
former senator. Mr Wali’s faction emerged 
victorious.

While the crisis between them 
continued, Mr Kwankwaso got himself 
entangled in another crisis with Sokoto 
State Governor Aminu Tambuwal.

Many believe that the biggest factor for 
the growth of NNPP especially in Kano 
State is the status and political influence  
of Mr Kwankwaso who is been described 
as the strong man of Kano politics .

Mr Kwankwaso is a two-term 
former governor, a former House of 
Representatives member, ex-senator and 
ex-minister  is touted by many as one of 
the best governors the state has produced  
infrastructural development.

The decision by 
Kwankwaso to rejuvenate 
NNPP made things easier 
for them to defect“
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EDITORIAL

The current attempt at a divestiture of the league’s sponsorship can, 
therefore, be seen for what it is: a deceitful attempt at a work around 
for a situation that remains a matter of jurisprudence.

League Management Company, LMC,  of Nigeria Professional 
Premier League, NPFL, is at it again as league organizer continues 
to unveil various sponsors for the NPFL and nothing to write home 
about.

Every year before the commencement of league, LMC always 
unveiled league sponsors but most of these sponsorships are not 
well defined for the benefit of league at large but individual’s benefit.

During the week, NPFL and Bitnob Technologies Inc have firmed 
up a multi-year sponsorship agreement to sponsor NPFL for three 
years. A deal that is not surprising to many stakeholders.

Under the auspices of the LMC story remains a mired in 
incompetence and uncertainty. Concerns like stadium violence, poor 
welfare for players and match officials, an arbitrary football calendar, 
and fiscal corruption have not only stripped the league of colour 
and value, but has over time driven away sponsors and investors.

A rampant culture of corruption and mismanagement continues 
to severely cripple football on the local scene.

Back in May 2003, MTN said the country’s football authority 
,then NFA, had accepted its offer of $2 million, spread over a four-
year period, to sponsor the premier league; it was later terminated.

In May 2013, the LMC signed a title sponsorship agreement 
with Globacom for three years ,2012/13 to 2014/15, to the tune 
of approximately $11.8m. In the same year, the LMC received a 
pay-out of $3.4m, from which it paid out $1.2m to the NPFL’s 20 
clubs on a pro rata basis it went the way of MTN.

In November 2019, a flicker of light appeared to shine in the form 
of digital broadcaster Next TV, with whom the LMC auspiciously 
announced it had reached a joint venture agreement to the tune of 
$225m for a five-year period.

It came as a surprise then when, in early September 2020, yet 
another long-term joint venture partnership was signed, this time 
with UK sports marketing company Redstrike, to create a new 
company called NPFL Marketing.

It is as yet unclear what Redstrike is paying for this privilege, or 
what effect this partnership has on the previous one with Next TV.

In 2021 the LMC had unveiled bet9ja last September as an 
“Official Supporter/Sponsor of the NPFL” and Hero Lager Beer as 
a sponsor for clubs in the eastern part of the country.

The league has, in fact, attracted some sizeable sponsorships, 
but they do not trickle down to the clubs under their purview, who 
are still dependent of their respective state governments for sus

No fewer than 10 Manchester 
United players will leave this 
summer as Erik ten Hag takes the 
reins at Old Trafford.

The report said that Paul Pogba, 
Jesse Lingard, Edinson Cavani, 
Nemanja Matic, Juan Mata and Lee 
Grant will all leave as free agents 
when their contracts expire.

There will be a defensive clearance 
too as Aaron Wan-Bissaka will be 
allowed to leave, just three years 
after joining from Crystal Palace 
for £50 million. Eric Bailly and Phil 
Jones will be offloaded, while club 
captain Harry Maguire’s future 
could be in doubt if Ten Hag’s 
centre-back targets are acquired.

Liverpool City Mayor Joanne 
Anderson said: “We’re delighted 
that we can now confirm the club 
will definitely parade around the city 
on May 29 and I’m pleased we will 
be celebrating the achievements of 

Quadruple-chasing Liverpool has 
confirmed plans for an end-of-
season victory parade the day after 
the 2021/2022 UEFA Champions 
League final match in Paris.

Jürgen Klopp’s Reds do not yet 
know how many trophies they will 
finish the campaign with, but they 
have already secured the League Cup 
and FA Cup.

The English Premier League ,EPL, 
title could yet be added to that haul 
if Manchester City slip up on the 
final day of the season.

But European glory is the target 
when Liverpool takes on Real 
Madrid in the May 28 final match.

Liverpool now intends to return 
home in time to celebrate their 
potentially historic season on May 
29.

Liverpool Women will also be 
involved in the parade, having won 
the FA Women’s Championship.

B ack-up goalkeeper  Dean 
Henderson is linked with a season-
long loan at Newcastle United, but 
there is also interest from newly-
promoted Bournemouth.

Meanwhile, Manchester United 
has decided to cancel their end-
of-season awards ceremony after 
another disappointing campaign.

Report revealed that United 
players were “too embarrassed” to 
hold the event due to their “worse-
ever Premier League season”.

The club usually holds the awards 
during the final two weeks of the 
season, but club officials decided 
to call it off due to the players’ 
concerns.

A Player of the Year trophy will 
still be awarded to a member of 
the squad, but there will not be an 
awards night.

both the men and women’s teams.
Also, the club will spend the 

morning of May 29 paying tribute 
to the 39 supporters who lost their 
lives in the Heysel Stadium disaster, 
of which it is the 37th anniversary.

Far and near, the most common head injury in sports is a 
concussion, which occurs when there’s a blow to one’s head or a 
jolt to one’s body, which rocks the head back and forth violently.

When this happens, one’s brain slams into the skull, which 
can damage brain cells and create chemical changes in the brain.

There are several degrees of a concussion, which range from mild 
to severe, but it’s important to note that even mild concussions 
deserve medical attention.

Outside of concussions, there are other severe types of head 
injuries, including acute subdural hematoma ,veins rupture in 
your brain, and traumatic cerebrovascular disease ,vertebral artery 
dissection, which is extremely rare.

The dangers of not treating a head injury are very real.
Here are some signs of a head injury, and how we go about 

treating the condition.
Concussions are tricky because symptoms vary from one 

person to the next, and they may also be delayed. That said, most 
people report symptoms shortly after the injury, which include: 
Headache, Nausea and/or vomiting, Sensitivity to light and/or 
noise, ringing in your ears, Memory lapse amongst others.

The most important step you need to take is to stop playing 
sports.

One of the biggest dangers when it comes to a concussion is 
incurring another blow to your head while your brain is trying 
to heal.

However, noncontact cardiovascular exercise early on in a 
concussion can help as well as vestibular rehabilitation by a 
physical therapist. 

Aside from taking a timeout for a while, we also recommend that 
you steer clear of activities that over stimulate your brain, such 
as screen time. Your brain is hurt and needs as much “quiet” time 
as possible so that the damaged brain cells can repair themselves.

The most important part of your recovery is returning to see 
Doctor regularly for daily assessments.

Just like an adage that says, 
“Anything that has a beginning 
must have an end’’, this exactly 
the journey of the 2021/2022 
English Premier League EPL 

season will tomorrow’s Sunday  come to 
an end after 760 games.

It’s a huge one, with something riding 
on eight of the 10 games, from the title 
race, the battle for European places, and 
the relegation fight.

No doubt, it’s going to be a whole lot 
of drama, intrigues and interesting and 
a battle to finish in the EPL.

Until the last day of the league game, 
the winner is unknown, the battle to enter 
the top 4, and another fight to enter the 
top 6 while at relegation it’s also a serious 
battle unlike other leagues in the world.

AljazirahNigeria Sport takes a look 
at some of the games that will be playing 
at same time on Sunday.

Man City Vs Aston Villa: We’ve 
seen in the past few weeks how good 
Manchester City and Liverpool are, when 
they go behind in games, not just when 
they are bossing them and in front.

City has lost once in the Premier 
League since the end of October, that’s 
how good they are. It’s a similar story with 
Liverpool too, and both teams are simply 
miles ahead of everyone else.

Liverpool Vs Wolves: The Carabao 
Cup and the FA Cup are in Liverpool’s 
bag and point behind Manchester City 
with a Champions League final to come 
next weekend.

Liverpool’s win at Southampton on 
Tuesday was such an impressive result.

It was the performance that really 
stood out because after going a goal 
behind early on, Liverpool just got better 
and better.

The big guns will be back for Liverpool 
for this game and I just cannot see Wolves 
being a threat.

Arsenal Vs Everton: Everton are 
safe after their thrilling comeback from 
2-0 down to beat Crystal Palace 3-2 
on Thursday night, and their fans are 
probably still getting their breath back 
now.

Brighton Vs West Ham: Both sides 
have had good seasons, especially West 
Ham. David Moyes’s side seemed to 
give everyone a good game with leaders 
Manchester City another example last 
weekend.

Chelsea Vs Watford: For very 
different reasons, both of these clubs 
will be glad to see the back of the 2021-
22 season.

A return to the Championship awaits 
Watford, while Chelsea have already 

secured a top-four finish but will end a 
turbulent campaign without a trophy.

Crystal Palace Vs Man Utd: 
Incoming Manchester United manager 
Erik ten Hag will be at Palace’s Park to 
watch this game and his presence could 
bring a reaction from the United players. 
Something has to.

Leicester Vs Southampton: These 
are two of the most inconsistent teams 
we have seen in the Premier League all 
season, which has made their results very 
difficult to predict.

it’s going to be a 
whole lot of drama, 
intrigues and 
interesting and a 
battle to finish in the 
EPL.
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Captain of the Nigeria Women Basketball Team, 
Adora Elonu, has disagreed with the ban of Nigeria 
Basketball Federation, NBBF, by the Federal 
Government.

Elonu described the ban as ill-fated that will 
be detrimental to the growth of everyone in the 
basketball family while pleading with the FG to 
reconsider their decision.

According to her, the Nigeria Women Basketball 
team never said that. We never said that we won’t 
play under any President. We never said that.

“A quick look at the situation, we think that 
better ways can be handled while allowing 
development in the local leagues, grassroots as 
well as the national team.

“No player has to suffer. We do not agree with 
the ban. We do not see this coming. We put a lot of 
effort, not just the players, the staff and everyone.

“Other players who cannot venture into 
international competitions, we disagree with the 
ban. We are strong globally. To take that away will 
be disastrous”.

Kaduna State Volleyball Association ,KADSVA, 
has rolled out a six-day competition, tagged, 
“Southern Kaduna Talent Hunt”, for secondary 
school students in the state.

The Association’s Board Secretary, Florence Yori, 
said this yesterday in Kaduna.

She said that the six-day talent hunt will begin 
on May 23 and end on May 28.

“This competition is aimed at developing the 
game in the southern part of the state.

“It is targeted at discovering and grooming 
several budding talents that are expected to make 
the state and nation proud at future outings.

Yori said that the talent hunt, the first of its kind, 
would take place at Government Girls Secondary 
School, Takau, Kafanchan, and run from 8a.m daily.

The talent hunt was initiated by the Chairman of 
KADSVA, Musa Nimrod, who also is the President 
of the Nigeria Volleyball Federation, NVBF.
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EDITORIAL

The current attempt at a divestiture of the league’s sponsorship can, 
therefore, be seen for what it is: a deceitful attempt at a work around 
for a situation that remains a matter of jurisprudence.

League Management Company, LMC,  of Nigeria Professional 
Premier League, NPFL, is at it again as league organizer continues 
to unveil various sponsors for the NPFL and nothing to write home 
about.

Every year before the commencement of league, LMC always 
unveiled league sponsors but most of these sponsorships are not 
well defined for the benefit of league at large but individual’s benefit.

During the week, NPFL and Bitnob Technologies Inc have firmed 
up a multi-year sponsorship agreement to sponsor NPFL for three 
years. A deal that is not surprising to many stakeholders.

Under the auspices of the LMC story remains a mired in 
incompetence and uncertainty. Concerns like stadium violence, poor 
welfare for players and match officials, an arbitrary football calendar, 
and fiscal corruption have not only stripped the league of colour 
and value, but has over time driven away sponsors and investors.

A rampant culture of corruption and mismanagement continues 
to severely cripple football on the local scene.

Back in May 2003, MTN said the country’s football authority 
,then NFA, had accepted its offer of $2 million, spread over a four-
year period, to sponsor the premier league; it was later terminated.

In May 2013, the LMC signed a title sponsorship agreement 
with Globacom for three years ,2012/13 to 2014/15, to the tune 
of approximately $11.8m. In the same year, the LMC received a 
pay-out of $3.4m, from which it paid out $1.2m to the NPFL’s 20 
clubs on a pro rata basis it went the way of MTN.

In November 2019, a flicker of light appeared to shine in the form 
of digital broadcaster Next TV, with whom the LMC auspiciously 
announced it had reached a joint venture agreement to the tune of 
$225m for a five-year period.

It came as a surprise then when, in early September 2020, yet 
another long-term joint venture partnership was signed, this time 
with UK sports marketing company Redstrike, to create a new 
company called NPFL Marketing.

It is as yet unclear what Redstrike is paying for this privilege, or 
what effect this partnership has on the previous one with Next TV.

In 2021 the LMC had unveiled bet9ja last September as an 
“Official Supporter/Sponsor of the NPFL” and Hero Lager Beer as 
a sponsor for clubs in the eastern part of the country.

The league has, in fact, attracted some sizeable sponsorships, 
but they do not trickle down to the clubs under their purview, who 
are still dependent of their respective state governments for sus

No fewer than 10 Manchester 
United players will leave this 
summer as Erik ten Hag takes the 
reins at Old Trafford.

The report said that Paul Pogba, 
Jesse Lingard, Edinson Cavani, 
Nemanja Matic, Juan Mata and Lee 
Grant will all leave as free agents 
when their contracts expire.

There will be a defensive clearance 
too as Aaron Wan-Bissaka will be 
allowed to leave, just three years 
after joining from Crystal Palace 
for £50 million. Eric Bailly and Phil 
Jones will be offloaded, while club 
captain Harry Maguire’s future 
could be in doubt if Ten Hag’s 
centre-back targets are acquired.

Liverpool City Mayor Joanne 
Anderson said: “We’re delighted 
that we can now confirm the club 
will definitely parade around the city 
on May 29 and I’m pleased we will 
be celebrating the achievements of 

Quadruple-chasing Liverpool has 
confirmed plans for an end-of-
season victory parade the day after 
the 2021/2022 UEFA Champions 
League final match in Paris.

Jürgen Klopp’s Reds do not yet 
know how many trophies they will 
finish the campaign with, but they 
have already secured the League Cup 
and FA Cup.

The English Premier League ,EPL, 
title could yet be added to that haul 
if Manchester City slip up on the 
final day of the season.

But European glory is the target 
when Liverpool takes on Real 
Madrid in the May 28 final match.

Liverpool now intends to return 
home in time to celebrate their 
potentially historic season on May 
29.

Liverpool Women will also be 
involved in the parade, having won 
the FA Women’s Championship.

B ack-up goalkeeper  Dean 
Henderson is linked with a season-
long loan at Newcastle United, but 
there is also interest from newly-
promoted Bournemouth.

Meanwhile, Manchester United 
has decided to cancel their end-
of-season awards ceremony after 
another disappointing campaign.

Report revealed that United 
players were “too embarrassed” to 
hold the event due to their “worse-
ever Premier League season”.

The club usually holds the awards 
during the final two weeks of the 
season, but club officials decided 
to call it off due to the players’ 
concerns.

A Player of the Year trophy will 
still be awarded to a member of 
the squad, but there will not be an 
awards night.

both the men and women’s teams.
Also, the club will spend the 

morning of May 29 paying tribute 
to the 39 supporters who lost their 
lives in the Heysel Stadium disaster, 
of which it is the 37th anniversary.

Far and near, the most common head injury in sports is a 
concussion, which occurs when there’s a blow to one’s head or a 
jolt to one’s body, which rocks the head back and forth violently.

When this happens, one’s brain slams into the skull, which 
can damage brain cells and create chemical changes in the brain.

There are several degrees of a concussion, which range from mild 
to severe, but it’s important to note that even mild concussions 
deserve medical attention.

Outside of concussions, there are other severe types of head 
injuries, including acute subdural hematoma ,veins rupture in 
your brain, and traumatic cerebrovascular disease ,vertebral artery 
dissection, which is extremely rare.

The dangers of not treating a head injury are very real.
Here are some signs of a head injury, and how we go about 

treating the condition.
Concussions are tricky because symptoms vary from one 

person to the next, and they may also be delayed. That said, most 
people report symptoms shortly after the injury, which include: 
Headache, Nausea and/or vomiting, Sensitivity to light and/or 
noise, ringing in your ears, Memory lapse amongst others.

The most important step you need to take is to stop playing 
sports.

One of the biggest dangers when it comes to a concussion is 
incurring another blow to your head while your brain is trying 
to heal.

However, noncontact cardiovascular exercise early on in a 
concussion can help as well as vestibular rehabilitation by a 
physical therapist. 

Aside from taking a timeout for a while, we also recommend that 
you steer clear of activities that over stimulate your brain, such 
as screen time. Your brain is hurt and needs as much “quiet” time 
as possible so that the damaged brain cells can repair themselves.

The most important part of your recovery is returning to see 
Doctor regularly for daily assessments.

Just like an adage that says, 
“Anything that has a beginning 
must have an end’’, this exactly 
the journey of the 2021/2022 
English Premier League EPL 

season will tomorrow’s Sunday  come to 
an end after 760 games.

It’s a huge one, with something riding 
on eight of the 10 games, from the title 
race, the battle for European places, and 
the relegation fight.

No doubt, it’s going to be a whole lot 
of drama, intrigues and interesting and 
a battle to finish in the EPL.

Until the last day of the league game, 
the winner is unknown, the battle to enter 
the top 4, and another fight to enter the 
top 6 while at relegation it’s also a serious 
battle unlike other leagues in the world.

AljazirahNigeria Sport takes a look 
at some of the games that will be playing 
at same time on Sunday.

Man City Vs Aston Villa: We’ve 
seen in the past few weeks how good 
Manchester City and Liverpool are, when 
they go behind in games, not just when 
they are bossing them and in front.

City has lost once in the Premier 
League since the end of October, that’s 
how good they are. It’s a similar story with 
Liverpool too, and both teams are simply 
miles ahead of everyone else.

Liverpool Vs Wolves: The Carabao 
Cup and the FA Cup are in Liverpool’s 
bag and point behind Manchester City 
with a Champions League final to come 
next weekend.

Liverpool’s win at Southampton on 
Tuesday was such an impressive result.

It was the performance that really 
stood out because after going a goal 
behind early on, Liverpool just got better 
and better.

The big guns will be back for Liverpool 
for this game and I just cannot see Wolves 
being a threat.

Arsenal Vs Everton: Everton are 
safe after their thrilling comeback from 
2-0 down to beat Crystal Palace 3-2 
on Thursday night, and their fans are 
probably still getting their breath back 
now.

Brighton Vs West Ham: Both sides 
have had good seasons, especially West 
Ham. David Moyes’s side seemed to 
give everyone a good game with leaders 
Manchester City another example last 
weekend.

Chelsea Vs Watford: For very 
different reasons, both of these clubs 
will be glad to see the back of the 2021-
22 season.

A return to the Championship awaits 
Watford, while Chelsea have already 

secured a top-four finish but will end a 
turbulent campaign without a trophy.

Crystal Palace Vs Man Utd: 
Incoming Manchester United manager 
Erik ten Hag will be at Palace’s Park to 
watch this game and his presence could 
bring a reaction from the United players. 
Something has to.

Leicester Vs Southampton: These 
are two of the most inconsistent teams 
we have seen in the Premier League all 
season, which has made their results very 
difficult to predict.

it’s going to be a 
whole lot of drama, 
intrigues and 
interesting and a 
battle to finish in the 
EPL.
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Captain of the Nigeria Women Basketball Team, 
Adora Elonu, has disagreed with the ban of Nigeria 
Basketball Federation, NBBF, by the Federal 
Government.

Elonu described the ban as ill-fated that will 
be detrimental to the growth of everyone in the 
basketball family while pleading with the FG to 
reconsider their decision.

According to her, the Nigeria Women Basketball 
team never said that. We never said that we won’t 
play under any President. We never said that.

“A quick look at the situation, we think that 
better ways can be handled while allowing 
development in the local leagues, grassroots as 
well as the national team.

“No player has to suffer. We do not agree with 
the ban. We do not see this coming. We put a lot of 
effort, not just the players, the staff and everyone.

“Other players who cannot venture into 
international competitions, we disagree with the 
ban. We are strong globally. To take that away will 
be disastrous”.

Kaduna State Volleyball Association ,KADSVA, 
has rolled out a six-day competition, tagged, 
“Southern Kaduna Talent Hunt”, for secondary 
school students in the state.

The Association’s Board Secretary, Florence Yori, 
said this yesterday in Kaduna.

She said that the six-day talent hunt will begin 
on May 23 and end on May 28.

“This competition is aimed at developing the 
game in the southern part of the state.

“It is targeted at discovering and grooming 
several budding talents that are expected to make 
the state and nation proud at future outings.

Yori said that the talent hunt, the first of its kind, 
would take place at Government Girls Secondary 
School, Takau, Kafanchan, and run from 8a.m daily.

The talent hunt was initiated by the Chairman of 
KADSVA, Musa Nimrod, who also is the President 
of the Nigeria Volleyball Federation, NVBF.
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Rundunar ‘yan sandan Jihar Kogi ta 
cafke biyu daga cikin masu garkuwa 
da mutane da suka addabi jihar a 
‘yan kwanakin nan. Jami’in hulxa da 
jama’a na rundunar ‘yan sandan, SP 
William Ovye-Aya, ne ya bayyana 
hakan a wata sanarwa a ranar Juma’a 
a Lokoja. Ya ce a wani samame da 
jami’an rundunar ‘yan sandan Nijeriya 
reshen Odolu suka kai a sansanin 
masu garkuwa da mutane, tare da 
haxin gwiwar qungiyar ‘yan banga, 
an qwato fanfunan tuqa-tuqa xaya, 
wayoyi bakwai, layuka da sauransu.

“Rundunar ‘yan sanda ta yi nasarar 
tarwatsa wata mavoyar ‘yan ta’adda 
da ke Odolu a Qaramar Hukumar 
Igalamela, inda ta yi nasarar kakkave 
su tare da cafke wasu mutane biyu da 
ake zargi da yin garkuwa da mutane, 
sannan ta kama wani guda xaya, da 
wayoyi bakwai, da laya da sauransu.

“Wannan matakin ya zama dole 
ne biyo bayan rahoton wani da aka 
kashe, wanda ya tsere daga kogon 
masu garkuwa da mutane a ranar 
Alhamis, yayin da ‘yan uwa ke ci gaba 
da tattaunawa don a sake shi.

 “Nan da nan muka tara jami’an 
mu tare da ‘yan banga, mafarauta, 
muka durfafi cikin daji muna neman 
su.

“Lokacin da masu garkuwar suka 
ga jami’an mu, sai suka buxe musu 
wuta amma a yayin da ake musayar 
wuta, an kashe biyu kuma aka kama 
su,” in ji shi.

Ovye-Aya ya ce, “Wannan ci 
gaban ya biyo bayan dabarun da 
Kwamishinan ‘yan sanda, CP Edward 
Egbuka ya xauka da nufin daqile 
ayyukan masu garkuwa da mutane, 

‘yan fashi da makami, ‘yan fashi, da 
sauran munanan laifuka a jihar.”

A cewarsa, Egbuka ya gamsu da 
wannan rawar da ya taka, ya kuma 
yaba wa jami’an ‘yan sanda da kuma 
qungiyar ‘yan banga da mafarauta da 
suka yi gaggawar mayar da martani da 
kuma tabbatar da cewa waxannan ‘yan 
ta’adda sun girbi abin da suka shuka.

Ya ce CP ya bai wa jama’a tabbacin 
cewa ‘yan sanda za su yi aiki tare da 
sauran hukumomin tsaro a jihar 
domin tabbatar da tsaron rayuka da 
dukiyoyi.

BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI 

Shugaban Majalisar Samar da Muhalli 
na Kasuwanci, PEBEC, ya yaba da 
sauye-sauyen tsare-tsare na Hukumar 
Harkokin Kasuwanci, CAC, saboda 
ya yi tasiri mai kyau ga tattalin arzikin 
kasar. Tawagar PEBEC karkashin 
jagorancin Toyin Bashir, ta yi wannan 
yabon ne a wani taro da ta yi da “CAC 
Reform champions” a ranar Juma’a a 
Abuja. Tawagar ta yaba wa CAC don 
himma kamar aikace-aikacen manyan 
sabuntawa akan Portal Registration 
Portal, CRP, don havaka qwarewar 

mai amfani a cikin rajistar kasuwanci.
Ya yaba da bullo da sabuwar 

manufar hukumar da ke tsara mafi 
karancin bayanan masu hannun jari 
da kamfanonin jama’a ke bukata don 
shigar da Komawa kan Rabawa da 
Komawar Shekara-shekara kan CRP. 
Tawagar ta lura cewa sabuwar manufar 
ta tanadi cewa masu hannun jari da ke 
da hannun jarin kashi biyar da sama 
da haka ne kawai ake buqatar shigar 
da irin wannan kason.

Tawagar PEBEC ta yaba da yadda 
CAC ta yi amfani da tsarin quduri don 
magance qalubalen biyan kuxi akan 

aikace-aikacen Remita, inda za a iya 
gabatar da korafe-korafe masu alaqa 
da gaggawa. Kungiyar ta kuma yaba 
da share bayanan bayanan bayanan 
kamfanin na tsawon watan Mayu 2021 
zuwa Disamba 2021 wanda CAC ta 
aiwatar.

A cewar PEBEC, wata babbar 
nasara da CAC ta samu ita ce gabatar 
da ka’idojin rashin biyan kuxi na 2022, 
don sauqaqe aiwatar da sauye-sauyen 
rashin biyan kuxin da aka riga aka 
samu a cikin Dokar Kamfanoni da 
Allied Allied Matters 2020. Sun amince 
da gudummawar masu ruwa da tsaki 

na kamfanoni masu zaman kansu 
kamar Sashe. kan dokar kasuwanci 
ta kungiyar lauyoyin Najeriya, ceto 
harkokin kasuwanci da masu fama 
da rashin kudi, da dai sauransu wajen 
cimma wannan buri.

Da yake mayar da martani, babban 
magatakardar hukumar ta CAC, 
Alhaji Garba Abubakar, ya bayyana jin 
dadinsa da yadda hukumar ke gudanar 
da ayyukanta. Abubakar ya bayyana 
nasarorin da hukumar ta samu da 
kwazo da sadaukarwar da ma’aikatanta 
suka yi, musamman masu fafutukar 
kawo sauyi a lokacin da ake nazari.

BY ABAH ADAH 

Shugaban Qungiyar Masu Sana’ar 
Sayar da Gidaje REDAN, Aliyu 
Wamakko, ya qaddamar da wani 
kwamiti da zai shirya wani tsari domin 
inganta rayuwar mata masu sha’awar 
harkokin sayar da gidaje.

Da yake qaddamar da kwamitin 
raya mata na REDAN a ranar Juma’a 
a Abuja, Wamakko ya ce aikin 
kwamitin ya haxa kan mata masu son 
ci gaba a faxin qasar domin samar da 

gidaje.
A cewarsa, kwamitin ya kamata; 

“Haxa da ma’aikatun mata da ci gaban 
al’umma na tarayya da na Jihohi kan 
horar da mata masu sana’a, gine-
gine da kuma sanin makamar aikin 
gina gidaje.“Kafa Qungiyar Gidajen 
Mata na REDAN, don taimaka wa 
membobin kuxi don haxawa cikin 
sarqar gidaje.

“Qarfafa mata masu havakawa da 
su shiga aikin gina rukunin gidaje 
100 a cikin qananan hukumomi 774 

na qasa baki xaya, qarqashin tsarin 
REDAN/Federal.”

Wamako ya ce an yi hakan ne 
domin magance matsalar givin gidaje 
sama da miliyan 17 a qasar nan.

Hajiya Mariam Shagari –Kodinetar 
Sashe Arewa masu Yamma, Misis Eyo 
Ita – Mai ba da shawara, Princess 
Chinwe Nnabuife – Mamba, Misis 
Nnenna Njoku – Member, Adeola 
Opeyemi – Sakatare ne ya fidda 
wannan sunauyen. 

Da take mayar da martani, shugabar 

kwamatin Hajiya Binta Ibrahim ta 
gode wa qungiyar ta REDAN da ta 
same su da suka cancanci gudanar 
da harkokin kwamitin; kuma sun yi 
alqawarin samun nasararsa. 

Ibrahim ta yi kira ga mata masu 
tasowa da masu sha’awar kasuwanci, 
da su haxa kai da kwamitin don 
magance givin gidaje a Nijeriya.

 “Muna fatan samun jiga-jigan mata 
masu tasowa a faxin qasar nan, don 
sake mayar da vangaren gidaje don 
ingantacciyar Nijeriya,” in ji ta.

Kogi: ‘Yansanda Sun Kama ‘Yan Bindiga 2, Sun 
Qwato Bindiga, Da Wayoyin Hannu

An Yaba WA Shugaban Qasa Kan Gyaran Rajistar Kamfanoni

Daga hagu: Wakilin Coordinator na Network of Mutanen da ke fama da HIV/AIDS a Najeriya (NEPWHAN), Humphrey Ubanyi; Darakta-Janar, Hukumar Kula da Kariya ta Kasa, (NACA); Wakilin 
sakataren gwamnatin tarayya Dr Maurice Mbaeri da shugaban hukumar gudanarwa ta NACA, Sen Dipo Odujinrin, yayin rufe taron majalisar kanjamau karo na 6 a Abuja, kwanan nan.  HOTO: NAN

BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI 

Babban Darakta, Cibiyar Cigaban 
Tattalin Arziki, DSA, Dokta Okey 
Ikechukwu ya yi kira ga matasa da 
su yi taka tsantsan da tashin hankali 
ba a cikin harkokin siyasa.

Ikechukwu ya yi wannan kiran 
ne a yayin taron tattaunawa kan 
al’amuran qasa, wanda hukumar 
DSA ta shirya a Abuja.

DSA qungiya ce ta sadarwa, 
horarwa da ci gaban jari-hujja. 
Babban daraktan wanda shi ne 
ya shirya taron, ya ce kamata ya 
yi ayyukan da matasa za su yi 
ya kasance tare da bayyanannun 
manufofin ci gaba da xorewar 
zamantakewa.

Ya jaddada buqatar a tantance 
majiyoyin labarai yadda ya kamata 
kafin a yanke hukunci, musamman 
ganin yadda zavukan 2023 ke qara 
kusantowa don gujewa yaxa labari.

“Ya kamata a yi magana ta 
musamman game da saqon sauti da 
aka naxa, faifan bidiyo na varna da 
labaran qarya,” in ji shi.

Ya yi kira da a samar da tsare-tsare 
da za su sa Nijeriya ta fice daga zama 
qasa mai ci zuwa qasa mai albarka 
yana mai jaddada cewa “Shi ne 
babban abin da ke haifar da kuxin 
qasa.

“Sakamako, canjin yanayin amfani 
da ‘yan Nijeriya da inganta tsaro na 
qasa za su haifar da yanayi mai kyau 
don sake juyar da yanayin da qasar 
ke ciki.”

Shima da yake magana, Rabaran 
Fr. George Ehusani, Babban Darakta, 
Gidauniyar Lux Terra Leadership 
Foundation ya ce: “Matasa suna 
buqatar xaukar makomarsu a 
hannunsu kuma su kafa sabuwar 
qasa da ‘ya’yansu za su yi alfahari 
da ita”.

Masu Ruwa Da 
Tsaki Sun Buqaci 
Matasa Su Yi 
Taka Tsan-tsan A 
Harkokin Siyasa

REDAN Ta Qaddamar Da Kwamitin Inganta Rayuwar Mata Mai Wakilai 15
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weekend
business

An illegal refinery

BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

No fewer than 167 illegal refineries have been 
destroyed, and 18 suspected crude oil thieves 
arrested in Niger Delta by troops of the Nigerian 
Army on Operation Delta Safe and Operation 
Dakatar Da Barawo, the Defence Headquarters has 
said.

These were disclosed by the Director of Defence 
Media Operations, Major General Bernard Onyeuko, 
in Abuja while briefing journalists on the progress 
of the operations by the troops between April 28 

Oil Theft: Army Arrests 18 Suspects, Destroys 167 Illegal Refineries

The Dodo River Communities Rural Development 
Association, in Ekeremor Local Government Area, 
LGA, of Bayelsa State, yesterday said it spent N98.34 
million on community development projects in 2021.

The Chairman of the Association, Mr. Francis 
Amamogiran who stated this at the 10th Annual 
General Meeting, AGM, of the association in Yenagoa, 
the state capital, said that the expenditure was 
marginally higher than the N95.43 million spent by 
the association the previous year, 2020.

He explained that the funding came from Chevron 
Nigeria Limited, under the Global Memorandum of 
Understanding, GMoU, with the oil firm’s five host 
communities in Ekeremor LGA.

Amamogiran said that the fund was deployed 
for infrastructure and non-infrastructure projects, 
including town hall buildings, scholarships, adult 
education programme and cottage hospital staff 
salary amongst others.

According to him, the association conducted 
its activities in line with the transparency and 

Chevron’s Host Community Spends N98m On Development Projects

NNPC Moves To Hijack ExxonMobil, Seplat’s $1.6bn Deal

and May 19.
Onyeuko explained that the troops destroyed 

17 illegal refineries with five wooden boats, 
89 storage tanks, 59 ovens, 12 dugout pits, 
six pumping machines, five trucks, and two 
outboard engines and two weapons, while they 
recovered a total of 778,500 litres of crude oil, 
840,300 litres of Automotive Gas Oil, AGO, and 
625 litres of Dual Purpose Kerosene, DPK.

The arrested suspects have been handed 
over to the appropriate authorities for further 
investigation, he added.

Onyeuko further explained that the troops 
in conjunction with Nigerian Drug Law 
enforcement Agency, NDLEA, also arrested some 
drug suspects during raid operations in their 
hideout in Effurun in Urwie Local Government 
Area of Delta State.

“Items recovered from them include 2.460kg 
of cannabis, 0.0703kg of cocaine, 0.054kg of 
meth, 0.067kg of loud, 0.654kg of cannabis 
seeds, one tablet of molly, one pump action with 
15 cartridges, a Toyota Hilux and Mercedes Benz 
car,” he said. 

Similarly, he said that the troops on Operation 
Dakatar Da Barawo also destroyed 150 illegal 
refineries, with 59 ovens, 67 metal storage tanks, 
and four wooden Cotonou boats.

According to him, the operations also led 
to the recovery of one Yamaha engine, one 
generator, three pumping machines, 20,000 
litres of kerosine, 1.6 million litres of AGO and 
2.05 million litres of crude oil.

He said that all recovered items have been 
handed over to the appropriate authorities for 
further action.

accountability requirements of the GMoU 
funding framework which prioritises community 
participation in development projects.

He said that the association is holding its last 
AGM under the GMoU model, following the 
enactment of the Petroleum Industry Act and 
its expectation that the government should 
provide further guides on the host community 

funds administration.
The Secretary of the Association, Mr. Christmas 

Mark, applauded the peaceful disposition of 
residents of the host communities that resulted 
in the successful oil and gas exploration in the 
year under review and urged them to sustain the 
peace.

In her speech, the Permanent Secretary, 

Bayelsa Ministry of Mineral Resources, Mrs. 
Ruth Etebu, expressed satisfaction with the 
governance structure adopted by the association 
in implementing projects.

She advised the residents to continue its peace-
building efforts to attract further development 
to their communities as peaceful atmospheres 
attract investors.

BY OSCAR CHUKWUGEKWU

The Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation, 
NNPC, Plc has made a mouth-watering offer 
to acquire ExxonMobil’s assets, following 
reports that deal between Seplat Energy and 
ExxonMobil assets acquisition has failed.

It would be recalled that ExxonMobil 

announced that Seplat Energy has agreed to 
purchase its complete shares in Mobil Producing 
Nigeria Unlimited, MPNU, subject to regulatory 
approval.

Also, Seplat Energy Plc, on February 25, 
announced an agreement to acquire the 
entire share capital of MPNU, a subsidiary of 
ExxonMobil.

On March 4, the NNPC Group Managing 

Director, GMD, Mallam Mele Kyari, in a letter 
addressed to ExxonMobil, said that the national 
oil company has opted to exercise its right of 
first refusal in the deal as contained in the Joint 
Operating Agreement, JOA.

Reacting to the development, the Chief 
Financial Officer of Seplat, Emeka Onwuka, said 
that the proposed deal had not been blocked or 
terminated by NNPC as widely reported.
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FROM ROTIMI ASHER, LAGOS

China’s largest privately-owned 
automotive group has entered into a 
share subscription agreement and a 
joint venture agreement subsequent to a 
framework agreement signed in January 
2022 between Renault Group and Geely 
Holding Group.

On completion, Geely Automobile 
Holdings (0175.hk), via its subsidiary, 
Centurion Industries Limited, will hold 
34.02 per cent of the total issued share 
capital of Renault Korea Motors, RKM.

Renault Group remains the majority 
shareholder in RKMand will continue to 
fully consolidate the entity.

In January 2022, Geely Auto parent 
company, Geely Holding Group and 
Renault Group jointly announced a new 
collaboration dedicated to bringing an 
all-new vehicle lineup of fuel-efficient 
Hybrid Electric Vehicles, HEV, and Internal 
Combustion Engine, ICE, models to the 
South Korean market as well as exploring 
overseas sales.

The new vehicles will be produced at 
the current Renault Korea Motors facility 
in Busan, South Korea, with volume 
production forecast to begin in 2024.

The new products will utilise Geely 
Holding Group’ world-class Compact 
Modular Architecture, CMA, developed 
by Geely Holding Group’s R&D centre in 
Sweden, as well as taking advantage of the 
Geely Holding Group’s advanced hybrid 
powertrain technologies.

Renault and RKM will contribute their 
cutting-edge technologies, expertise in 
design and customer experience, to exceed 
the local market expectations.

The new product range will be sold 
through the existing RKM sales and 
aftersales network.

RKM after sales have been ranked the 
first for six consecutive years until 2021 in 
the domestic automotive consumer survey 
of Consumer Insight.

This capital increase reflects strong 
confidence by Geely Holding Group and 
Renault Group in the South Korean 
market’s strong potential which will 
further enhance Renault Group’s 
‘Renaulution plan’.

Both companies are fully committed 
to Renault Korea Motors by introducing 
new product portfolios that will lead to 
greater market share in the South Korean 
domestic market whilst exploring export 
market opportunities.

Geely To Acquire 34.02% Shares Of 
Renault Korea Motors
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BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI 

The Federal Government 
has launched the 
first FABLAB 1.0 in 
Nigeria in line with 
the implementation 
of National Digital 
Economy Policy and 
Strategy, NDEPS. 

The Director General 
of National Information 
Technology Development 
Agency, NITDA, Kashifu 
Abdullahi, while 
commissioning the 
FABLAB 1.0 on Friday 
in Abuja, noted that the 
FATLAB is part of the 
agency’s effort to make 
Nigeria an innovation 
hub.

Abdullahi added that 
the FABLAB would 
encourage all digital 
innovators and makers 
to drive their ideas from 
inception to impact.

“The FABLAB 
maintains an open 
access policy to allow 
it to serve as a digital 
innovation accelerator 
for all innovators and 
makers. It allows open-
production and public 
access to aid innovation 
and entrepreneurship 
activities,” he said.

He added that the 
center engages in hands-
on digital fabrication, 
skills training and 
capacity building for 
both in-house staff and 
external participants in 
line with its policies.

According to him, to 
further boost digital 
innovation awareness 
among Nigerian youths, 
visitation and tour of the 
lab facility by schools, 
universities, and research 
centers is encouraged.

It would be recalled 
that the digital 
fabrication laboratory, 
FABLAB is the engine of 
implementation of ideas, 
innovation which serve 
all the entities within an 
ecosystem.

FABLAB has state-of-
the-art equipment that 
include: printed circuit 
board, PCB, production 
equipment, computer 
numerical control, CNC, 
machines, 3D printers, 
servers, graphics 
processing units, GPUs, 
and other things.

FG Unveils FABLAB 
For Startups, 
Innovation Hubs

FROM ROTIMI ASHER, LAGOS

The seizure of commercial 
motorcycles by the Lagos 
State Task Force, LSTF, will 
continue, despite the June 1 
deadline issued by Governor 
Babajide Sanwo-Olu for them 
to leave six local government 
areas, LGAs, namely: Eti-
Osa, Ikeja, Lagos Island, 
Lagos Mainland, Apapa and 
Surulere.

The deadline does not 
invalidate the provisions of 
the Lagos State Transport 
Sector Reform Law of 2018, 
which states that, “No 
persons shall ride, drive 
or propel a motorcycle or 
tricycle on a major highway 
within the State, and any 
person, in contravention of 
this provision, commits an 
offence”, and will be made to 
face the wrath of the law.

Led by CSP Shola Jejeloye, 
the LSTF has continued 
to enforce the law by 
impounding commercial 
motorcycles popularly called 
‘okada’.

LSTF seized 238 
motorcycles in Lekki 
between Tuesday and 
Wednesday. In Iba on Lagos-
Badagry Expressway, where 
it was violently resisted on 
Thursday, LSTF seized 195 
motorcycles.

The riders were operating 
on highways and bridges in 
flagrant disobedience of the 

We’ll Continue To Impound Commercial 
Motorcycles Till Deadline – Lagos

Presidential Council Lauds CAC’s Reforms Initiatives
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI 

The Presidential Enabling 
Business Environment 
Council, PEBEC, has 
commended the reforms 
initiatives of the Corporate 
Affairs Commission, 
CAC, as it has impacted 
positively on the country’s 
economy.

Led by Toyin Bashir, 
the PEBEC team gave 
the commendation at a 
meeting with the ‘CAC 
Reform Champions’ 
yesterday in Abuja.

The team commended 
CAC for initiatives like 
the application of key 
updates on the Company 
Registration Portal, CRP, 
to improve user experience 
in business registration.

It lauded the 
Commission’s introduction 
of a new policy prescribing 
minimum shareholder 
details required by public 
companies for filing of 

Return on Allotments 
and Annual Returns on 
the CRP.

The team observed that 
the new policy prescribed 
that only shareholders 
with five per cent 
shareholding and above 
were required to file for 
such allotments.

The PEBEC team 
commended the CAC’s 
deployment of resolution 
mechanism to address 
payment challenges on the 
Remita application, where 
related complaints can 
be lodged and promptly 
addressed.

The team also lauded 
the clearing of backlog of 
applications for company 
profile updates for the 
period of May 2021 to 
December 2021 executed 
by the CAC

According to PEBEC, 
another landmark 
achievement by the CAC 
is the introduction of the 

Insolvency Regulations 
2022, to facilitate 
implementation of the 
insolvency reforms 
already entrenched in 
the Companies and Allied 
Matters Act, CAMA, 2020.

They acknowledged 
contributions of the 
private sector stakeholder 
community such as the 
section on Business 
Law of the Nigerian Bar 
Association, Business 
Rescue and Insolvency 
Practitioners, among 
others in achieving the 
feat.

Responding, the 
Registrar General of 
the CAC, Alhaji Garba 
Abubakar, expressed 
delight at the performance 
of the Commission.

Abubakar ascribed 
the Commission’s 
achievements and 
performance to the 
commitment and sacrifices 
made by its members 

of staff, particularly the 
reform champions during 
the period under review.

The Registrar General 
restated the Commission’s 
commitment toward 
ensuring that services 
were in line with global 
best practices.

The meeting was held 
to discuss the outcome 
of the recently concluded 
National Action Plan, 
NAP,7.0 programme.

NAP is a flagship 
accelerator programme 
initiated by PEBEC, which 
is aimed at supporting 
ministries, departments 
and agencies, MDAs, of 
government, in facilitating 
implementation of 
targeted reforms within a 
60 day timeline.

NAP 7.0 began on Feb. 7, 
and was further extended 
by 30 days which ended on 
May 6, owing to the critical 
need for additional time to 
complete the reforms. 

economy

law, because it is their belief 
that they could continue 
to ply the highway till the 
deadline day.

According to them, they 
are free to ply unauthorised 
routes till June 1. 

“This is wrong. The 

February 1, 2020 directive 
has not been reversed. The 
enforcement was weakened 
by COVID-19, which affected 
all areas of life. Now, the 
action is being reinforced,” the 
State government said.

The government has 

commended Lagosians who 
have come out to support 
the ban on commercial 
motorcycles in the six 
LGAs, which Sanwo-Olu has 
described as the “first phase” 
of the action triggered by 
safety and security concerns.

Sanwo-Olu

Health Reforms Key 
To Africa’s Economic 
Recovery – AFMs
BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRIEL

Rising from a roundtable on 
‘The Future of Health and 
Economic Resiliency’ at the 
ECA Conference of Ministers, 
CoM2022, in Dakar, Senegal, 
the African ministers of 
finance said that health 
reforms are key to Africa’s 
economic recovery.

This is contained in 
a statement from the 
Communications Department 
of the United Nations 
Economic Commission for 
Africa, UNECA, yesterday.

The ministers, who spoke on 
the backdrop of the COVID-19 
crisis, said that Africa should 
realise the importance of 
investing in strong health 
systems and pharmaceutical 
companies that could produce 
medicines locally.

Amadou Hott, the Senegal 
Minister of Finance, said the 
Senegalese President, Macky 
Sall, had made implementation 
of strong health reforms a top 
priority, allocating 200 billion 
FCFA to tangible reforms.

Lotfi Benbahmed, 
the Algerian Minister of 
Pharmaceutical Industry, said 
his country had put in place 
health regulations to ensure 
that all drugs are produced 
locally.

“We are advocating buying 
medicines produced in Africa 
and when there is a health 
crisis, we can have easy access 
to drugs. We have made great 
strides, now three out of four 
drugs are manufactured locally 
and this is generating revenue 
and prevents losing local 
health expertise that tends 
to work abroad for lack of 
employment opportunities,” 
Benbahmed said.

The Ugandan Minister 
of State for Finance and 
Planning, Amos Lugoolobi, 
said that the under-privileged 
populations should have 
access to proper health 
systems.

“Africa has a young 
population that we can turn 
into riches, but this also 
means since the population 
is young, we must invest into 
a significant young rate of 
human capital in education 
and health. In Uganda, the 
biggest government budget 
is human capital.

“This leads to challenges 
such as malaria which we need 
to come together to eradicate. 
Africa needs to invest more on 
prevention, which will help 
Africa. We need to put in place 
the right fiscal strategy in tax 
collection and monitoring to 
generate resources,” Lugoolobi 
said.

Amadiou Diallo of Africa 
Solidarity Fund, spoke about 
funding of health projects in 
Africa and the link between 
health and economic growth.
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Nigeria Due For Female President – APC Female Presidential Aspirant

CLEEN Foundation, an NGO, says it has 
concluded arrangements to conduct security 
threats assessment across all the local 
government areas in Ekiti.

This is contained in a statement by the Acting 
Executive Director of the foundation, Ruth 
Olofin, in Abuja ahead of the governorship 
election in the state slated for June 18.

Olofin said that the security assessment 
would focus on thematic issues in the 
election, adding that the findings would be 
used to engage stakeholders, including the 
Independent National Electoral Commission 

Ekiti Guber: NGO To Conduct Security Threat Assessment

politics
weekend

Mrs Uju Ken-Ohanenye of the All Progressives 
Congress, APC, Presidential aspirant has said 
that Nigeria is due for a female president that will 
bring in a mother’s touch to address the country`s 
challenges.

She said this at a news conference on Thursday 
in Abuja, adding that the country needs a woman 
in a position of authority to drive her to greater 
heights.

Recall that Ken-Ohanenye, a legal practitioner, 
is the only APC female presidential aspirant for 
the 2023 general election.

“The touch of a woman is lacking in the 
governance of this country, and the earlier the 
men drop their ego and admit this fact, the better 
for us all.

“I will take Nigeria as my child, the country 
wants a mother and that is why I am in the race 

to bring in that mother’s touch that the country 
needs at this time.

“I have no godfather, all I have is Nigerians and 
am not going to back out of the race because of 
men, for I know I have the Nigerian electorate as 
my backbone.

“I am confident that Nigerians are tired of men 
being in positions of authority and they want 
females to take over come 2023’’, Ken-Ohanenye 
said.

She added that she was ready to drive her 
points across to men and fight to the end as far 
as she had the permission of Nigerians.

She said it was time for women to be at the 
helm of affairs in the country, noting that men 
had been in control of governance for over 40 
years without achieving much.

“We cannot continue that way, a woman should 

President Muhammadu Buhari (L) and  former Governor of Zamfara State Sen Sani Yerima during their meeting at the Presidential Villa in Abuja on Friday (6/5/22) 01860/6/5/2022ICE/NAN

be given a chance; we need a mother, that is what 
the country has been lacking’’, she said.

Ken-Ohanenye said if elected president in 
2023, she would give 60% political appointments 
to women and 40% to men.

This, she said, was because men had given their 
best which was not good enough.

The presidential aspirant promised to give 
the youth priority in her administration if given 
the mandate, adding that she would create an 
enabling environment for businesses to flourish 
and skills acquisition centres for youths.

She noted that the involvement of youths in 
governance would go a long way in addressing 
restiveness and banditry in the country.

“I need a chance to prove how education and 
how important every Nigerian is, and I cannot 
get that chance without all of you.

“I believe that if you are shown how important 
you are by getting you involved in governance, and 
giving you an enabling environment to achieve 
your dreams,

“The sky would be our limit in this country and 
banditry and other illegalities will gradually come 
to an end’’, she said.

According to her, if all Nigerians are given equal 
rights and justice and everyone is recognised 
irrespective of religion and tribal sentiments, the 
country will be a better place.

Ken-Ohanenye, however, said that the starting 
point was for youths to get registered to enable 
them to vote their preferred candidates into 
positions of authority in the coming elections.

She charged youths not to be induced by the 
stipends politicians may offer them to get their 
votes, saying that it was time to vote rightly.

,INEC.
Others are the police, political parties, civil 

society organisations, youth and women groups.
She said that the foundation would train and 

deploy observers across all the LGAs in Ekiti 
to enable them to provide real-time reports on 
election activities with focus on the conduct of 
security agencies.

She said that the observers would utilise the 
CLEEN Mobile App to collect data and transmit 
the same to the organization’s Election Security 
Support Centre ,ESSC.

Olofin called on all actors and critical 

stakeholders to abide by the rules and 
regulations set by INEC and security agencies, 
led by the police.

She also urged all registered voters who had 
collected their PVCs in Ekiti to massively exercise 
their franchise for a credible leader to emerge.

“Ahead of the June 18 governorship election 
in Ekiti, CLEEN Foundation is implementing 
block of interventions for the peaceful outcomes 
of the election.

“The foundation is set to deploy the revised 
Election Violence Mitigation and Advocacy Tool 
it developed in collaboration with the INEC 

Electoral Institute for the conduct of security 
threats assessment across LGAs in Ekiti.

“The foundation will host election and 
security experts to analyse developments 
in Ekiti that feed into the development of 
preliminary and post-election statements on 
CLEEN Foundation’s observations during the 
election.

“Incidences reported from our citizens 
observers will be verified and distributed to 
appropriate government institutions, including 
the INEC, Police Service Commission and the 
Nigeria Police Force for necessary actions. 
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Osinbajo Campaign Media Team has 
dismissed reports that it promised 
to provide hotel accommodation for 
no fewer than 7,000 All Progressives 
Congress, APC, and delegates in the 
presidential primary of the party.

The media team, which made this 
clarification in a statement on Thursday 
in Abuja, urged the public to ignore 
such reports.

“We have seen an outlandish news 
report that a so-called Osinbajo 
Campaign Organisation has said that 
it would provide hotel accommodation 
for more than 7,000 APC delegates 

across the country during the party’s 
presidential primary election.

“Attributing such a claim to Sen. 
Babafemi Ojudu, Special Adviser to 
the President in the Office of the Vice-
President, the report falsely claimed 
that Ojudu announced this to delegates 
in Minna while wooing them to vote for 
Osinbajo during the party’s primaries.

“For the records, Ojudu at no time 
made such a claim and the Osinbajo 
Campaign Team has no such plans.

”Such reported offers of free 
accommodation and free food should 
be ignored”, it said.

The statement said the Vice-President 
had continued to spend time interacting 
directly with the APC delegates and 
stakeholders across the country and 
answering their questions on issues of 
politics and governance.

”It is the plan and intention of the 
Osinbajo Campaign Team to keep 
engaging the APC delegates on the 
major issues of the day, exchanging 
ideas on how to move the country 
forward and  forging a partnership 
of stakeholders whose collaboration 
would go beyond the 2023 elections,” 
it said.

Osinbajo Campaign Team Dismisses Report 
On Accommodation For Delegates

Osinbajo
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Osun Guber:  My Life In Danger,  Lasun Cries Out
BY RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

Labour Party governorship 
candidate in the Osun State July 16 
governorship election, Hon Lasun 
Yusuf yesterday raised alarm that his 
life is in danger.

Yusuf raised the alarm at his 
campaign office in Osogbo, the State 
capital while answering questions 

from newsmen at a press conference 
organised.

The former Deputy Speaker, House 
of Representatives, said his campaign 
team and office have been under 
several attacks in few days, stating 
that the latest was the attack on his 
campaign office on Thursday evening 
by some political hoodlums.

According to him, he has received 

intelligence that some political 
opponents are after his life, adding 
that he has received threats.

He thereby called on the security 
agencies to be on red alert as 
politicians seem to be deploying thugs 
to attack political opponents like him. 

He added that he has reported the 
latest attack on his office to the police 
and is waiting for their report.

Chairman of the Action 
Democratic Party, ADP, in Ekiti 
State, Mr Abegunde Olakunle, has 
dumped the party barely a week 
after the deputy governorship 
candidate, Mr Idowu Afuye 
defected to the All Progressives 
Congress ,APC.

Olakunle, who said this in 
Ado-Ekiti on Tuesday, at a news 
conference, denied his purported 
suspension by the national 
leadership of the party.

He faulted the letter of the 
purported suspension saying it 
was not addressed to him, noting 
that he only called for a press 
conference to make comments 
on it.

He, however, noted that he 
would have about three months 
ago tendered his resignation due 
to alleged mal-administration, but 
cited the negative effects it would 
have on the party’s governorship 
candidate, Erelu Kemi Elebute-
Halle in the elections.

He said, “Considering the mal-
administration and unbearable 
inadequacies characterizing the 
leadership of the party. I would 
have resigned my membership 
about three months ago.

”But I realised that doing so 
might negatively affect the efforts 
of the candidate of the party. 
This is why I decided to endure 
till the end of the election before 
tendering my resignation letter.

”However, now that it is the 
national leadership that goes on 
air to announce the unwarranted 
suspension of Adekunle 
Abegunde of no title, location and 
address.

”I Pastor Chief Abegunde 
Emmanuel Olakunle, Chairman 
of the Action Democratic Party, 
Ekiti State, ….hereby declare that 
I drop and quit the ADP. I cease 
to be chairman of ADP in Ekiti 
State”.

He went further to say that his 
resignation did not have anything 
to do with the ambition of the 
party’s governorship candidate, 
Erelu Kemi Elebute-Halle, while 
not ruling out the possibility of 
returning to the party.

“I will say that my relationship 
with the ADP candidate remains 
very cordial, but wouldn’t know 
what she feels, to me, I have 
nothing against her”.

On what is likely to be his next 
move, Abegunde said, “I will go 
home and consult with my family 
and their decision will determine 
my next step of action”.

ADP Chairman 
In Ekiti, 
Abegunde 
Dumps Party



Focus On APC, 
PDP killing Idea Of 
Multi-party
 – NNPP Founder

INEC Unveils Revised Gender Policy
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Sen. Bola Tinubu, national leader of the 
All Progressives Congress, APC, and 
a presidential hopeful, told delegates 
in Bauchi State that he would win the 
presidential election with their support.

Tinubu stated this in Bauchi on 
Wednesday when he met with the 
delegates of the party.

The former governor of Lagos State 
also said he wanted to serve Nigeria and 
make it change for the better, hence his 
decision to contest the exalted position.

“Let me greet and appreciate all of you 
who have been waiting here for a long 
time while we were perambulating the 
city of Bauchi.

“I am one of those running to become 
the president of the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria and I am very sure, with your 
support, I will win.

“I’ve demonstrated my capacity, quality 
and brilliance in governance in Lagos 
state. I’ve been a very successful private 
sector person and joining politics is not 
a joke in an experience, it’s not a small 
thing.

“I want to serve my country, I want 
Nigeria to change, help those who 
are extremely poor, give priority to 
education, give priority to power 
generation so that we can have industrial 
growth.

With Your Support, I Will Win 
– Tinubu Tells Bauchi Delegates

Tinubu
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Dr Boniface Aniebonam, pioneer 
National Chairman and founder, 
New Nigeria Peoples Party, NNPP, 
says excessive focus on the nation’s 
two dominant political parties; PDP 
and APC has defeated the essence of 
multi-party system in Nigeria.

Aniebonam told the News Agency 
of Nigeria in Lagos that the idea of 
having a multiple of political platforms 
was to provide options and broaden 
the political space.

“More political parties mean more 
opportunities for credible people to 
test their popularity toward putting 
the country on track.

“It means you can have a platform 
always available for you to use. It 
means political ideas have a huge space 
to blossom without any hindrance”, he 
said.

He argued that people got into major 
political parties because of what they 
would likely  get, while looking away 
from minor parties because they felt 
there is nothing to gain.

“The government has never added 
value nor has it supported the idea 
of a multi-party system. This is not 
good for political growth and the 
urgent need to open the space for 
competitiveness.

“So, it takes a very courageous person 
with means to take responsibility 
outside the leading party or the strong 
opposition.

“When you x-ray what is happening 
in the APC and the PDP today, you 
begin to ask yourself why the influx 
of resourceful persons into just two 
political parties when there are 18 
other parties into which they can 
spread out and test their popularity.

“The essence of the multi-party 
system has been defeated; it is no 
longer adding value. We know there 
are advocates of a two-party system, 
but the constitution does not provide 
for that”, he said.

According to him, an effective multi-
party system has so many merits to the 
nation and serves the masses better in 
terms of the dividends of democracy.

He recalled that Sen. Ifeanyi Ubah 
contested on the platform of the 
Young Progressive Party, YPP, in 
2019 and won the Anambra South 
Senatorial seat.

“You cannot do that if you do not 
have that courage and the means. 
We respect such people who take 
advantage of the multi-party system”, 
he said.

Aniebonam recalled that the INEC 
used to support political parties in 
the past, in its bid to strengthen 
democracy in the country.

“Unfortunately, owing to the greed 
of some party officials, that gesture 
was stopped”.

Independent National Electoral 
Commission INEC on Tuesday launched 
its revised Gender Policy 2021-2026, 
as part of its commitment towards 
electoral inclusivity.

The INEC Gender Policy ,IPG, which 
was first developed in 2014, guided 
by the National Gender Policy (2006) 
and other Regional and International 
Instruments to which Nigeria is a 
signatory, has a provision for review 
every five years.

INEC Chairman, Prof. Mahmood 
Yakubu, speaking at the public 
presentation event in Abuja, supported 
by the International Foundation for 
Electoral Systems ,IFES, described the 

document as a milestone achievement.
Yakubu said the policy would 

strengthen the commission’s capacity 
to engage stakeholders to take on 
broad gender-sensitive issues in their 
mainstream operational and electoral 
plans and actions.

Yakubu, represented by the Chairman 
of the Outreach and Partnership 
Committee, OPC, Prof. Kunle Ajayi, 
explained that the revised policy 
would further boost the commission’s 
electoral inclusiveness.

Yakubu, according to the INEC daily 
bulletin issued in Abuja, commended 
the painstaking efforts from within and 
outside the commission put towards 

developing the revised document.
He said that the reversed policy 

was another successful outcome of 
intensive and extensive engagements 
with the INEC stakeholders, including 
political parties, MDAs, development 
partners, gender-focused CSOs and 
other leading gender experts.

Harping on the premium placed on 
gender mainstreaming and deliberate 
steps taken to work the talk, Yakubu 
recalled that the Commission in 
March 2021, created the Gender and 
Inclusivity Department.

This decision, according to him, was 
carefully taken by the commission to 
give a special focus to electoral equity, 
fairness and inclusion, especially 
the universally recognised rights of 
the disadvantaged groups, including 
women.

Yakubu said that was for them to 
participate in the electoral space on 
equal basis by addressing the structural 
impediments that hinder their effective 
participation.

“Strategically put, with a Gender and 
Inclusivity Department established and 
a revised policy tool for intervention 
put in place for another five years, 
show the commission’s unrelenting 
commitment on electoral inclusion.

“This policy outlook for seamless 
interface on gender sensitive issues 
on the electoral process in the country 
could not have been more reassuring, 
even as the nation is gearing towards 
another General Election and off-
season elections”, Yakubu added.
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In seconds, the internet can transform 
a person’s status from just an ordinary 
individual to a celebrity. But it takes 
something phenomenal and a stroke of 
luck, or if you like, fate, to become a viral 

sensation.
They say even the lamest content on the 

internet can go viral these days and countless 
examples abound including Ekuma Jeremiah, the 
hawker, who was caught on camera giving money 
to inmates in a Nigerian Correctional Service bus 
in Ajah, Lagos, in January 2022, is one of them.

Unfortunately, only a few can manage and milk 
their newfound fame.

Below are some ordinary Nigerians who 
caught our attention after they became social 
media sensations.

James Brown
James Obialor, aka James Brown, became famous 
for saying, “They did not caught me” when he was 
arrested and paraded by the Nigerian police in 
2018. He also claimed to have been infected with 
HIV at birth.

He was arrested alongside 46 other men for 
being allegedly gay and spent a month at the Ikoyi 
Correctional Facility. A court later dismissed the 
case against them.

In 2021, James Brown released a single titled 
“Hey Dulings,” a catchphrase he uses to address 
his fans on social media.

Gradually James Brown began to maximise the 
opportunity of being an internet sensation. He 
soon gained even more popularity for dramatic 
grammatical errors, and he groomed himself 
into a brand influencer, an actor, a comedian, a 
crossdresser, and a social media influencer. He 
is currently verified on Instagram with over 1 
million followers.

James Brown is studying at the London 
Business School.

Jumoke Orisaguna
Jumoke’ Oni Bread’ Orisagunna. This young 
lady is perhaps one of the most famous people 
to make this list. Ms Orisagunna became famous 
after she mistakenly walked in on the photoshoot 
set while hawking her wares, which happened to 
be ‘Agege bread.’

Ms Orisagunna unknowingly intruded on the 
session as a famous photographer, TY Bello, took 
shots of international star Tinie Tempah.

In no time, the photos went viral. Bello also 
located Ms Orisagunna, who became a model at 
the time. Not just that, she also became a prayer 
point with people asking God to ‘blow’ like her.

She maintained the momentum for a while but 
eventually faded into oblivion. But unfortunately, 
her newfound fame also came at a price; she 
eventually left the father of her children, who 
accused her of becoming wayward while she 
focused on her modelling career.

As a result, the mother of two abandoned all 
her social media handles since April 2020 and 
has gone under.

Blue-eyed Risiqot Ayegbami 
and her children
Sometime in 2020, a young lady who travelled to 
Ilorin for Eid celebrations discovered two sisters, 
Kaosarat and Hassanat, who had blue eyes. 
She also discovered that their mother, Risiqot 
Ayegbami, also had the same unique feature. 
It took no time for their photos to go viral on 
social media, primarily after she gathered that 
their father had abandoned them because of it.

Famous photographer, Mofe Bamuyiwa, took 
lovely photos of the unique family. The First Lady 
of Kwara State, Olufolake Abdulrazaq, and Toyin 
Saraki, wife of immediate past Senate President, 
intervened with the initial cash donation of 
N250,000 each for their upkeep. In furtherance 
of her gesture, she announced a scholarship for 
the enrollment of the two children at Roemichs 
International School, an expensive school for 
children of the rich.

The positive attention they gathered soon 
made her husband and the children’s father have 
a change of mind and return to the family, where 
they hopefully live happily ever after.

Dede Nne, aka Mr Spell Buhari
Before Dede Nne was given the name ‘Mr Spell,’ 
he was considered a mentally disabled man, not 
until fate smiled at him when he went viral after 
he was filmed attempting to spell “Buhari” in a 
viral video.

He became known as Mr Spell Buhari and 
became famous. Mr Spell became the talk of 
the town and even appeared at shows with 
celebrities. However, his fame was short-lived, 
and he has since returned to his former lifestyle 
of roaming the streets again.

Black Camaru and Evangelist Oba 
(E fi owo ran si)
Black Camaru, born Kamarudeen Yusuf, and his 
pal Emini Oba, also known as Evangelist Oba, 
became internet sensations in 2021.

Unlike others who stumbled on fame, this duo 
tried different avenues to ‘blow’ on social media, 
but nothing seemed to work.

After their skits went viral on social media, 
they eventually found their big break. The video 
birthed slang like ‘you wanna see crazy,’ ‘there’s 
no money on the ground,’ ‘my mouth is dry like 
the ‘sound’ of the dessert,’ and many more.

They are still riding on the high of their 
newfound fame. But unfortunately, it only lasted 
for a year as Nigerians have since moved on to 
other social media sensations.

 
Mary Daniel
Mary Daniel, an amputee, caught the attention 
of Nigerians after one young man noticed her 
hawking’ pure water’ on the streets of Oshodi 
despite her condition.

Ms Daniel lost her legs and her parents in 2006 
in an accident. In the blink of an eye, she had 
become a sensation on social media platforms. 
During several interviews, Mary said her leg 
was amputated after a ghastly car accident that 
claimed her parents’ lives when she was young.

She said the incident made her drop out of 
school to provide for her baby and her aged 
grandmother.

After gaining the attention of many, 
especially government and non-governmental 
organisations, her story ended happily.

She commissioned a N17.5m building she 
bought from donations made by generous donors 
within and outside Nigeria.

On the expansive premises of the house in 
the Igando area of the state, she has completed 
a sachet water factory. The house comprises 
four apartments of two bedrooms each. Several 
allegations trailed her rise to fame, but she 
overcame them all.

Oreofeoluwa Lawal aka Mummy Calm down
Oreofeoluwa Lawal became a Twitter sensation 
in 2020 after a viral video of him begging his 
mum to calm down when she wanted to beat 
him for something he had done wrong.

Neither the four-year-old nor his mother, 
Toluige Olokoobi Babalola, had envisaged that 
the video would go viral and catch the attention 
of the executive governor of Lagos State, Babajide 
Sanwo-Olu.

After that viral video, young Lawal made a 
debut appearance in Nollywood when he snagged 
a cameo role in Kunle Afolayan’s movie, ‘Swallow’.

He now has a social media account where he 
posts updates of his activities.

Success Adegor
We can’t forget Success Adegor, the 7-year-old 
Warri girl who made the headlines in March 
2019, when sent home from her school over her 
parent’s inability to pay her school fees.

She was flogged and sent out of school due 
to her parent’s inability to pay her school fees, 
and then Success indeed became a success story.

The little girl became an internet sensation 
when a video of her reacting to her dismissal said, 
“I will leave this school for una’, went viral. She 
maintained that her school authorities should 
have flogged her and let her stay in school rather 
than chase her home.

Success’ video caught the attention of 
notable Nigerians, including filmmaker Charles 
Okpaleke, Mr Jollof, and Super Eagles Star Etebo, 
who promised to train her up to university level.

However, Mr Jollof was able to get in touch, 
and he paid the defaulted school fees with further 
promises of sending her to a private school 
after she completes her exams, which he did. So 
Success was sent to a private school, enrolled in 
the school, and relocated to a new environment. 

After then, not much has been heard about the 
hilarious, brave girl.

Jeremiah Ekuma
In January 2022, a hawker, Ekuma Jeremiah, 
who sells bottled water in the Ajah area of Lagos 
State, became yet another internet sensation 
beyond his expectations.

In a viral video filmed by a motorist, Emmanuel 
Ojo, the hawker Jeremiah was spotted giving 
money to some inmates inside the Nigerian 
Correctional Service, NCS, van.

The bottled water seller surprised many 
Nigerians for giving prisoners out of the little 
he earned from the business.

The development saw billionaire businessman 
Obi Cubana offer him a scholarship and place him 
on one hundred thousand naira monthly salary. 
Obi Cubana and Daddy Freeze also accompanied 
him to receive his admission letter. However, 
Jeremiah seems more focused on finishing his 
education than fame and attention.

Jeremiah is now an undergraduate of Ebonyi 
State University, studying for his first degree in 
Law.

Happie boyz1
On March 3, 2022, videos of two security guards 
at a Chicken Republic outlet dancing heartily to 
music and entertaining customers made rounds 
on the internet.

In the video, the security guards, known as 
The Happy Boys, were seen dancing to Pheelz 
and Buju’s club anthem, ‘Finesse’.

While everyone was excited by their dance 
moves, there was a rumour that they were fired 
from their position as security guards.

Twitter users were unhappy with this supposed 
development and called out the company.

Chicken Republic released an official statement 
denying claims that they were fired.

In a statement posted on their official 
Instagram account, they said the two security 
guards in the video work for a private security 
company.

The General Overseer of Omega Power 
Ministries, Chibuzor Chinyere, also offered 
scholarships. The young men are now 
studyingbehind the trending video, Caleb, was 
also given a scholarship. 

Also, Ossai Ovie Success, Special Assistant to 
the Delta State Governor, Ifeanyi Okowa, offered 
them jobs.

The young boys are now studying abroad.
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The National Troupe of Nigeria, 
has called on Nigerian youths 
to explore potentials in the 
creative and entertainment 
industry for sustainable peace, 
economic productivity and 
nation building.

Its Artistic Director, Mr 
Ahmed Mohammed, gave this 
advice on Thursday night, at the 
National Unity Dance Challenge 
Programme in Abuja.

The programme organised by 
Drum Majors for Peace has as 
theme: “Exploring the Potentials 
of our Creative Resources in 
Nation Building”.

Mohammed said that the 
industry had guaranteed a 
peaceful future and increased 
the country’s Gross Domestic 
Product, GDP.

National Troupe 
Urges Youths To 
Explore Creative 
Industry

“Exploring the potentials 
that abound in the creative and 
entertainment industry for 
sustainable peace, economic 
productivity and nation building 
hold the key to a stable nation, 
guaranteed peaceful future and 
increased GDP,” he said.

According to him, dance 
holds much for the economy of 
Nigeria, but as a new entrant 
into Nigeria’s economic 
framework, it may require a 
forensic economic assessment 
to attract investors.

“It must go beyond past time 
engagement for majority of its 
practitioners.

“If it is able to put food on 
someone’s table, place a piece 
of cloth on someone’s back, 

rent a shed over someone’s 
head and someone’s total 
volume of responsibilities are 
taken care of, it automatically 
translates to economic 
productivity, guaranteed peace, 
and contribute a quota to nation 
building as a member of creative 
and entertainment sector,” he 
said

Mohammed expressed hope 
that the National Unity Dance 
Challenge would become one of 
the strategies towards achieving 
guaranteed peace for Nigeria.

Also, some participating 
artistes and dancers 
commended the organisers of 
the programme and said the 
event had gone a long way in 
boosting their talents.

Stop Destroying 
Nation’s Artefacts In 
Name Of Religion 
– Don
A University of Nigeria, Nuskka, 
lecturer, Dr Joshua Uzuegbu, has 
urged Nigerians to desist from 
destroying the nation’s artefacts, 
especially shrine objects, in the 
name of religion.

Uzuegbu made the call on 
Thursday during the 2022 
International Museum Day 
celebration, organised by the 
National Museum of Unity, 
NMU, in Enugu.

He described the objects 
as the “cultural heritage and 
property handed over to us by 
our forefathers”.

Uzuegbu, who teaches in the 
Humanities Unit, School of 
General Studies in the university, 
argued that the objects were 
used in the past to celebrate 
traditions.

According to him, shrines have 
a lot of objects, like woods, ivory, 
stone, Terracotta, glass, bronze, 
brass and iron, which are driven 
by spirits invoked into them.

“When we stop worshipping 
them, they become pieces of 
wood, useless and powerless,” 
Uzuegbu said.

He said that instead of 
destroying them “we should 
keep them in museums for future 
generations to see.

“It is disheartening when we 
destroy these sacred objects due 
to our new-found religion or 
being born again.

“I am not saying that the new 
religion is bad but for the fact 
that we came from somewhere, 
there is need to ensure that one 
religion will not disturb the other.

“There is need to remove 
whatever that is evil in them as 
many of those artifacts taken 
away by the colonial masters, 

which today are fetching them 
huge revenue” he said.

He argued that the objects 
would become ineffective when 
they are removed from the 
shrines and no longer honoured 
with libations.

Earlier, the Director-General 
of the National Commission 
For Museums and Monuments, 
NCMM, Prof. Abba Tijani, said 
the commission had begun to 
connect the past with the future, 
using digital technology.

Tijani, represented by the 
NMU Curator, Mr Aloysius 
Duru, said: “The world is 
gradually moving from analogue 
to digital space.

“The commission is imbibing 
those practices that take root 
around the cyber space.

“We are utilising the benefit 
of technology to aid the 
dissemination of museum 
activities.

“NCMM museums, like 
other major museums in other 
societies, have turned to virtual 
and augmented realities.

“This is using internet and 
other technologies to bring 
museums to our immediate 
environments.

“People can take a tour of 
Nigeria museums from the 
comfort of their homes,” he said.

In a remark, the Chairman of 
the event, Mr Okey Ikenegbu, 
spoke on the importance of 
culture in the life of youths.

“We are here to see some of 
the cultural materials displayed 
in Igboland.

“Museum is very important 
in any country that wants to 
progress,” Ikenegbu, who is a 
sculptor, said.
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renewal back in February, with 
an IG post from the first pre-
production meeting with her 
“female led team” including 
Director Bunmi Ajakaiye, Lala 
Akindoju and Isoken Ogiemwonyi.

Also starring Toni Tones, Kemi 
Lala Akindoju, Ebenezer Eno, 
Seun Ajayi, Taymesan Emmanuel, 

Nonso Bassey, the series based on 
Ugwu’s 2016 bestselling book of 
the same title, is set around five 
young women as they navigate 
their finances and relationships.

‘Smart Money Woman’ first 
premiered on Africa Magic with 13 
episodes in September 2020. The 
Isoken Ogiemwonyi produced show 

The Netflix ‘Blood Sisters’ star, in 
an Instagram IG live session hosted 
by Kunle Afolayan, opined that it 
requires a level of brainwork to 
make it big and stay relevant in 
the industry.

“Don’t see acting as a career, 
you can come into when all other 
careers are not working for you. 
Perhaps you have been told that 
doctors and lawyers are more 
professional than actors, so you 
decided to start acting because 
you couldn’t cope in other fields,” 
the actress said. “Acting is not just 
about looking good; it involves a 
lot of intellectual work. You have 
to think on your toes, otherwise, 
you would become irrelevant.”

“Being able to sustain relevance 

later premiered to rave reviews on 
Netflix with seven episodes.

Season two is expected to be 
based on the follow-up book ‘The 
Smart Money Tribe: An African 
Woman’s Guide to Making Bank.’ 
Netflix is yet to confirm if it will 
head straight to its platform upon 
completion.

is the real work, being able to 
make it pay your bills. Stumbling 
on fame doesn’t happen like that 
for people every time, like the case 
of Olajumoke the bread seller. 
There are people whose stories are 
like that but it’s usually one out 
of every five hundred,” Bankole 
continued.

Bankole has received multiple 
accolades online for her 
performance in the newly released 
Netflix original series ‘Blood 
Sisters’.

The award-winning actress 
starred alongside Ramsey Nouah, 
Kate Henshaw, Gabriel Afolayan 
among others in the star-studded 
title directed by Biyi Bandele and 
Kenneth Gyang.

‘Smart Money Woman’ Season 2 
To Begin Filming In June

What It Takes To 
Be Successful In 
Nollywood 
– Kehinde Bankole

Principal photography is set to kick 
off for a brand new season of Arese 
Ugwu’s hit drama series ‘Smart 
Money Woman’.

According to an exclusive source, 
the Bunmi Ajakaiye directed series 
will begin production in June with 
stars including Osas Ighodaro, Ini 
Dima-Okojie set to reprise their 

roles.
Actress Ini Dima-Okojie also 

confirmed the reports in an 
exclusive interview with Pulse 
where she hinted on projects in 
the works post her Netflix hit series 
‘Blood Sisters’.

Recall that showrunner, Arese 
Ugwu confirmed the show’s 

Nollywood Actor Leo Mezie Is Dead
Nollywood actor Leo Mezie is 
dead. The death of the movie 
star was announced by his 
colleague Chioma Topis.

The actress took to her 
Instagram page on Monday, 
May 16, 2022, where she 
announced the sad news.

“Actor Leo Mezie is dead. 
He died on Saturday in Abuja 
while recovering from kidney 
transplant. His corpse has 
been moved to Umuahia his 
hometown. RIP Leo,” she wrote.

The actor has been battling 
the ailment for years.

It would be recalled that in 
2016, the actor had undergone 
surgery in the United Kingdom.

On his return from the trip, 
the actor thanked his wife for 
her huge support during the 
surgery.

“At some point, I resigned to 
returning to my village to live 
whatever is remaining of my 
wife but my wife stood by me 
like a rock of gilbratar,” he said.

“My wife begged me to allow 
her seek the face of God and do 

all she can before I can resign 
to fate and after much pressure 
and support from several 
individuals, I was given another 
chance.”

The actor revealed that he got 
support from several Nigerians 
including Ibinabo Fiberesima, 
Ateke Tom and Apostle Johnson 

Suleman.
Until his death, Mezie was 

a Nollywood actor, writer and 
movie producer.

He rose to stardom in 2003 
after her starred in the movie 
‘Labista’ alongside the late 
Ernest Asuzu and Jerry Amilo.

May his soul rest in peace.
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Glasses are so in style even those with good 
eyesight want in on eyewear trends. Fashion 
glasses are exactly that - non-prescription 
glasses! Fashion glasses are also dubbed “fake 
glasses”, but fashion glasses aren’t simply for 

costume wardrobe. From geek to chic, glasses have become 
a fashion statement, whether they are prescription or not.

Glasses have come a long way from big, circular lenses to 
tons of fun modern designs. Today, glasses are no longer seen 
as just an aid for vision, instead, glasses are now a fashion 
statement.

What’s old is new again, especially when it comes to 
sunglass trends. This season, cat-eye silhouettes are 
dominating, so long as they’re slightly oversized and 
dramatic. 

A lover of classically feminine style, Paris Hilton has been 
spotted in the shape a lot recently. Some believe there’s no 
better way to show off your style, your taste for fashion and 
your personality than with sunglasses!

GET 
GOING 

WITH 
GLASSES
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Chiffon scarves are a powerful fashion 
accessory, and they look great with both 
formal and informal outfits. They can be 
worn during the day or in the evening. No 
matter what time of the day you wear a 

chiffon scarf, the scarf will no doubt add to the elegance 
and beauty of your outfit.

The scarf as a modern fashion accessory was defined 
in the early decades of the twentieth century. Flowing 
lengths of silk worn draped about the body had been 
made fashionable, in part, by dancers such as Isadora 
Duncan.

A medium length scarf in grey wool (little texture) 
will easily go with everything.

When wondering how to use a scarf, use a large shawl 
pin to help you keep the scarf on and add an extra 
accessory to your look. You could also tie the scarf’s ends 
together to help it stay in place. Or, to cinch your outfit 
and hold the scarf where you want it, put a belt around 
your natural waist that complements the accessory and 
your outfit.

SCARF 
FOR 
FASHION
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As the Buhari administration winds up, 
the question of his legacy is on the table. 
Unfortunately for the president, who has 
always seen himself and built his image as an 
anti-corruption crusader, his legacy might 
well be that of running the most corrupt 
regime in the history Nigeria. At the core of 
the problem is the Ministry of Petroleum, 
which he has been minister of since his 
return to power. Of course, one dossier 
President Muhammadu Buhari is supposed 
to know very well is that of petroleum, after 
all he was petroleum minister from 1976-
78. He was also head of state for 20 months, 
from December 31, 1983. When, therefore, 
he told Nigerians as a presidential candidate 
in 2011 that the fuel subsidy regime is a 
fraud, people believed him and the élan 
of hope on this anti-corruption crusader 
finally brought him to power in 2015. We all 
remember when he posed the basic question: 
“Who is subsidising who?” His answer was 
categorical – the then Peoples Democratic 
Party (PDP) regime was using fuel subsidy to 
fund corruption. The legacy President Buhari 
would leave is the N4 trillion he just got 
approved by the National Assembly to fund 
fuel subsidy, which, thanks to him, Nigerians 
now know means funding corruption within 
his government.

Nigerians will remember that in January 
2017, President Muhammadu Buhari wrote 
the Senate in response to the lawmakers’ 
indictment of his then secretary to the 
government of the federation, Babachir 
Lawal, and their call for Lawal’s removal 
and prosecution for corruption. The letter 
provided some excuses why the president 
would not act against Mr Lawal. President 
Buhari complained that the SGF had 
not been given a fair hearing before the 
indictment. Nigerians were shocked at this 
attitude because an invitation had been sent 
to Mr Babachir Lawal to come and defend 
himself in the legislature and he had refused 
to honour the invitation. The National 
Assembly had to intervene on the matter 

because the Ministry of Justice was not 
responding quickly to public calls that the 
SGF should be investigated for corruption. 
It would be recalled that Mr Babachir Lawal 
was alleged to have given contracts to 
companies he owned, thereby violating the 
procurement code and procedures.

On the moral level, Nigerians were 
scandalised when it was realised that the 
monies involved were allocations to alleviate 
the suffering and misery of the people of 
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the North-East living through the ravages 
of the Boko Haram insurgency. He was said 
to have taken millions of naira worth of 
contracts for himself in provocative grass-
cutting ventures. There was concern when 
the president refused to even suspend him 
for months to allow for investigations. It was 
in that context that the Senate, in December 
2016, asked President Muhammadu 
Buhari to suspend Mr Lawal and ensure 
his prosecution over the alleged breach 
of Nigerian laws, in handling contracts 
awarded by the Presidential Initiative for the 
North East (PINE). The interim report drew 
attention to the “mounting humanitarian 
crisis in the North East” at a time in which 
Mr Lawal appeared to be giving himself a 
N200 million contract to clear “invasive 
plant species” in Yobe State, through a 
company, Rholavision Nigeria Limited, in 
which he was a director at that time.
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